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The Social Semantic Subweb of
Virtual Patient Support Groups

Harold Boley1, Omair Shafiq2, Derek Smith3, and Taylor Osmun3

1 Institute for Information Technology, National Research Council Canada
Fredericton, NB, Canada, harold.boley AT nrc.gc.ca

2 Department of Computer Science, University of Calgary
Calgary, AB, Canada, moshafiq AT ucalgary.ca

3 Faculty of Computer Science, University of New Brunswick
Fredericton, NB, Canada, {i14dy, w91pq} AT unb.ca

Abstract. Patients increasingly interact in support groups, which pro-
vide shared information and experiences about diseases, treatments, etc.
Much of this interaction is mediated by the Social Web, allowing world-
wide reach but lacking in semantic precision. We present an online pro-
totype, PatientSupporter, to create a Social Semantic Subweb that will
facilitate high-precision networking between patients based on ontolo-
gies and rules. PatientSupporter is an instantiation of Rule Responder
that permits each patient to query other patients’ profiles for finding
or initiating a matching group. Rule Responder’s External Agent (EA)
is a Web-based patient-organization interface that passes queries to the
Organizational Agent (OA). The OA represents the shared knowledge
of the virtual patient organization, delegates queries to relevant Per-
sonal Agents (PAs) via a responsibility ontology, and passes checked PA
answers back to the EA. Each PA represents the medical subarea of pri-
mary interest to an associated patient group. The PA assists its patients
by advertising their interest profiles, employing rules about diseases and
treatments as well as interaction constraints such as time, location, age
range, gender, and number of participants. Profiles can be distributed
across different rule engines using different rule languages (e.g., Prolog
and N3), where rules, queries, and answers are interchanged via transla-
tion to and from RuleML/XML. We discuss the implementation of Pa-
tientSupporter in a use case of sports injuries structured by a part-whole
ontology of affected body parts.

1 Introduction

Social Web (Web 2.0) techniques have been explored in recent years for applica-
tions in healthcare [14, 13]. Web 2.0 portals such as PatientsLikeMe1 and (part
of) samestory2 have been developed to help patients to network with other, geo-
graphically distributed patients having similar ailments to discuss and exchange

1 http://www.patientslikeme.com/
2 http://www.same-story.com/sante-maladies/
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information and experiences. Successful ‘Patient 2.0’ portals typically have good
recall when searching for other patients but lack in precision.

Semantic techniques increase this networking precision, leading to the fol-
lowing Social Semantic Web (Web 3.0) approach to patient portals. We intro-
duce ontologies and rules for organizing patients – here, with sports injuries –
into virtual support groups around classes of an ontology of injuries – here, a
commonsense partonomy for localizing sports injuries. Of course, this can only
complement the diagnosis and therapy of diseases by medical experts – it reflects
new patients’ use of commonsense knowledge, rather than expert knowledge, to
find similar patients as well as relevant literature and medical professionals.

Our initial online prototype, PatientSupporter3, is designed to start the
Social Semantic Subweb for patients by demonstrating how patients with a
sports injury could be helped to find or initiate a virtual support group about
that injury. Patients in an online PatientSupporter virtual organization create
their semantic profile referring to classes in a disease ontology – here a partonomy
of body parts affected by sports injuries. This body partonomy allows patients to
base the description of their injuries on a subPartOf hierarchy leading to affected
body parts, which is implemented as a corresponding subClassOf taxonomy
of injury classes for those body parts. Profiles contain rules about body-part
diseases and treatments as well as interaction constraints such as time, loca-
tion, age range, gender, and number of participants. A patient can pose queries
against the semantic profiles of other patients in his or her virtual organi-
zation to find or initiate a matching group. PatientSupporter is built upon
Rule Responder [19, 9], which has also been used, e.g., in the related Social
Semantic Web instantiation WellnessRules [8] and in SymposiumPlanner [12].

PatientSupporter allows patients to have their profiles expressed in either
Pure Prolog [20] (Horn logic rules) or N3 [2] (graph production rules). Providing
these quite different rule language paradigms permits virtual organizations or
individual patients to base their PatientSupporter use on the paradigm that
best suits them. Rule Responder handles the interoperation between different
rule languages of patients through translators to and from RuleML/XML as the
interchange format [10].

As an example, let us consider a patient with nickname Paul, who has injured
part of his left leg during a rugby game. He has questions about his lesion
and precautions for recovery, which others with similar lesions may be able to
answer or help with. Since he lives in a small town where he knows no one else
with such an injury he looks for online support.4 Using PatientSupporter, Paul
poses a query through the External Agent (EA), focusing on leg lesions. The
EA submits the query to the Organizational Agent (OA), which delegates it to
the Personal Agent (PA) of the leg-injury group, and checks the answers from
the profiles (local knowledge bases) of its participating patients. When the OA
returns many answers to the EA, Paul discovers that his query was too broad.

3 http://ruleml.org/PatientSupporter/
4 Other reasons for seeking support in a virtual rather than real group may include

increased anonymity (via nicknames) and avoiding contagiousness (e.g., flu).
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Paul, who actually hurt his left knee, thus proceeds downward the partonomy
by querying PatientSupporter just for patients with knee lesions. Since no knee-
injury PA exists, the OA again delegates it to the more general leg-injury PA.
But within this PA’s group only the knee-injury participants are eligible, hence
the answers returned are less in number and more relevant. Paul picks some
of the returned nicknames of patients and queries them with his interaction
constraints, proposing a knee-injury discussion in a Skype-based conference call
on the upcoming Saturday or Sunday any time between 10AM and 6PM EST.
Paul’s query returns the Skype IDs of patients who want to reveal theirs and are
interested in the discussion, with the time narrowed down to Sunday between
3PM and 6PM EST. Hence, Paul invites them for a first call Sunday, 4PM to
5PM, effectively initiating a knee-injury subgroup of the leg-injury group.

It should be noted that Paul by using the PatientSupporter Social Seman-
tic Web portal is able to initiate the virtual subgroup about his sports injury
on a global scale. He also benefits from PatientSupporter’s interoperation facil-
ity in the background – to transform patient profiles between Pure Prolog and
N3 through RuleML/XML. The system employs a partonomy of sports-injury-
affected body parts, which makes it easy for Paul to navigate hierarchically up or
down, increasing recall or precision, respectively. Paul’s queries invoke other pa-
tients’ interaction rules, allowing him to narrow down his search in a step-wise
fashion. All of this saves him from browsing through a large set of irrelevant
patient profiles and permits him to efficiently converge on a first Skype call.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the design
goals of the PatientSupporter instantiation of Rule Responder. Section 3 dis-
cusses the global knowledge base used by the OA. Section 4 describes the use of
local knowledge bases to represent the profiles of individual patients underneath
the PAs. Section 5 expands upon the RuleML-based interoperation of Pure Pro-
log and N3 rules. Section 6 explains and demonstrates the use of RuleML-based
querying for patients in a distributed setting. Section 7 concludes the paper and
discusses future work.

2 Instantiating Rule Responder to PatientSupporter

PatientSupporter is based on Rule Responder, where this reference architecture
with each of its main agent types (i.e., EA, OA, and PAs) is instantiated as
described in the following. It performs virtual support group matchmaking by
querying patients organized in a disease ontology – here, a body partonomy. The
following design goals have been pursued while developing PatientSupporter:

1. Identify a language of appropriate expressiveness to model patient profiles
from the family of RuleML languages [3], Pure Prolog [20], N3 [2], etc.

2. Identify a language for light-weight ontologies of sports injuries such as
subPartOf partonomies mapped to subClassOf taxonomies in RDFS or
OWL 2. The ontology language is to be combined with the rule language.
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3. Allow eliciting rule and ontology definitions in human-oriented syntaxes,
while translating the resulting knowledge to and from RuleML/XML,
RIF/XML [7], or XCL2 / CL RuleML5 for interchange.

4. Allow different rule engines (e.g., OO jDREW6 [1], Prova7 [15], and Euler8)
to execute global and local rulebases.

5. Allow rules as well as queries and their answers to be transmitted over an
Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) – e.g., Mule9 or Apache ServiceMix.

6. Investigate the appropriateness of languages, engines, and GUIs for rules as
well as ontologies, to express, process, and transform the knowledge required
in patient profiles.

7. Elicit exemplary patient profiles and abstract them to generally usable profile
templates for increased usability and reusability.

8. Guide students – e.g., of Computer Science, Medicine, or Kinesiology – when
forming and evolving virtual sports-injury support groups with PatientSup-
porter.

9. Evaluate the effectiveness and usefulness of the distributed PatientSupporter
architecture, based on its ESB-interconnected engines using different lan-
guages for the dynamic formation of virtual patient support groups.

10. Adapt PatientSupporter from the sports-injury use case to other medical
domains such as weight control, food allergies, oral health, or (seasonal) flu.

The current implementation of PatientSupporter has focused on goals 1.-7.
It models patient profiles in POSL [5] and N3 [2]. The profiles are interop-
erated through RuleML/XML as the intermediate format. Enquiring users are
aided by an English-XML-bridging menu-based form.10 Knowlege about patients
and their injuries is organized using rules combined with light-weight ontologies
in sorted (typed) Horn logic or N3. The subPartOf partonomy is mapped to
subClassOf in RDFS.11 Human-oriented syntaxes (of POSL and N3) have been
used while modeling the patient profiles. The overall communication and co-
ordination of the rule engines (e.g., OO jDREW, Prova, and Euler) has been
organized through Mule, an open-source ESB. The use of an ESB allows archi-
tectural flexibility by decoupling the functional components of Rule Responder
from the communication components [11].

Rule Responder’s instantiation to PatientSupporter in the sports-injury do-
main allows to create virtual patient organizations consisting of virtual support
groups that are defined through sports injuries structured by a partonomy of af-
fected body parts (further explained in Section 3). Specifically, the OA becomes
an assistant to the entire virtual patient organization. Each PA becomes an assis-
tant to a group of patients having the same class of injuries from the partonomy,

5 http://wiki.ruleml.org/index.php/Relax NG
6 http://www.jdrew.org/oojdrew/
7 http://www.prova.ws/
8 http://eulersharp.sourceforge.net/
9 http://www.mulesoft.org/

10 http://ruleml.org/PatientSupporter/RuleResponder.html
11 http://ruleml.org/PatientSupporter/files/PS-Taxonomy.rdf
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and helps them as profile users to get organized as a support group. The EA
is utilized by patients as enquiry users to (register with its virtual organization
and) query the profiles of the virtual organization’s other patients.

Rule Responder employs the following sequence of steps: An enquiry user
interacts with the EA to author and submit queries to the OA. The OA assigns
(maps and delegates) each query topic to the PA most knowledgeable about it.
Each PA poses the query to its local rulebase, and returns the derived answer(s)
to the OA. The OA checks the answer(s) before giving them back to the EA,
hence to the enquiry user.

By default, the OA does not reveal the identity of the nicknamed patient(s)
behind the answering PA(s). Keeping the personal information hidden in this
way, the OA acts as a mediator that helps protect the privacy of profiles of pa-
tients in the virtual organization. For participating in PatientSupporter-scheduled
online discussions via Skype, MSN, etc., or via a (smart)phone, patients might
also use dedicated (Skype, MSN, etc.) IDs or phones. However, if support group
participants do not want to reveal even their voice, they have to resort to typing
via chat or SMS. On the other hand, after a few discussions some within the
same virtual support group may decide to reveal their everyday identities to
selected or all participants.

Rule Responder’s earlier instantiations include SymposiumPlanner [12] and
WellnessRules [8], where WellnessRules extended Rule Responder with multiple
participant profiles underneath each PA. PatientSupporter further extends the
functionality of Rule Responder by making Social Semantic use of partonomies,
mapped to taxonomies: Patient injuries are classified in the hierarchical part-
whole manner of affected body parts. For example, injuries related to Foot are
subordinated to those of Leg. Similarly, Heel and Toe injuries are subordinated
to those of Foot. Employing partonomies as light-weight ontologies in this way
allows the ‘refinement’ of a virtual support group (e.g., about Leg injuries) into
subgroups (e.g., about Foot injuries and further about Heel and Toe injuries).

PatientSupporter in extension to WellnessRules allows users to be supported
by PAs as follows: Each patient (as a profile user) publishes a profile employed
by the responsible PAs to respond to queries (from enquiry users) about his or
her preferences, constraints, etc. This dynamic profile association is implemented
via the Profile Responsibility Matrix (PRM), and is not possible in Symposium-
Planner, where only chairs (as profile users) are supported by PAs.

The main agent types of PatientSupporter are described in the following
subsections. Figure 1 depicts the interaction between the EA, OA, and PAs.

2.1 External Agent

The External Agent (EA) is the point-of-contact that allows a patient to query
the Organizational Agent (OA) of a virtual patient organization. It is based on a
Web interface that allows him or her as an enquiry user to compose queries em-
ploying a menu-based form, which uses JavaScript to generate both an English
description and RuleML/XML, thus making it easy to query other patients’ pro-
files. A sports-injury patient primarily selects the injury class from the parton-
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Fig. 1. Overall architecture of PatientSupporter

omy. He or she can then fill in property values about diseases and treatments as
well as interaction constraints. The finished RuleML/XML query is submitted
to the OA. Finally, the EA presents the OA’s answer(s) to the patient.

2.2 Organizational Agent

The Organizational Agent (OA) is at the center of PatientSupporter, represent-
ing a virtual patient organization as a whole. The knowledge base of the OA is
global across the virtual organization, and is written and run in the language and
engine Prova. The OA also employs two matrices, on the basis of which incoming
queries are mapped and delegated: The Group Responsibility Matrix, written as
an OWL-Lite ontology, defines which group headed by a PA is best for which
kind of query. The Profile Responsibility Matrix, written as an XML document,
defines which patient profiles exist in a PA’s group, and in which formats (here,
POSL or N3).

2.3 Personal Agent

The Personal Agents (PAs) contain disease-oriented groups of patient profiles,
where diseases are restricted to sports injuries. Each PA heads the group of
patient profiles listed in the Profile Responsibility Matrix (cf. Section 2.2). The
knowledge base of facts and rules of each profile under a PA is local to that
profile, and is either written in POSL and run in OO jDREW or is written in
N3 and run in Euler.
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3 Global Knowledge Base for Virtual Organization

The ontologies and a subset of the rules are globally shared via the OA to benefit
all the PAs. Another subset of rules is distributed amongst the PAs, where it is
kept local (cf. Section 4). The shared ontology and the shared subset of rules
are referred to as the global knowledge base, which is complemented by a shared
signature document.

Global knowledge in PatientSupporter is modeled as a combination of on-
tologies and rules, where rule arguments are defined by signatures. The ontolo-
gies include a light-weight ontology realizing the Group Responsibility Matrix
(cf. Section 2.2) and a body partonomy. The global rules include general con-
straints and preferences of the virtual organization. PatientSupporter makes use
of the standard rule format RuleML/XML and the Rule Responder framework
to transform to and from other rule languages.

The body partonomy was elicited as a commonsense ontology to reflect the
patient-centric perspective of support groups. It is drawing, among others, on
the Digital Anatomist Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA) [18], the online
Sports Injury Clinic [21], and the knowledge of a medically trained NRC-IIT
colleague. It is referred to as a partonomy because it represents the logical hier-
archy of body parts. However, it is realized as a taxonomy of injuries affecting the
body parts. Thus, A subPartOf B implies A Injury subClassOf B Injury. Note
that we do not express what (possibly still undiagnosed) injury it is, but only
the (unlateralized etc.) body part where it is. This representation is proposed as
an appropriate level of abstraction for finding patients with sports injuries, but
could be refined for other purposes (cf. Section 7).

Under the root Body, PatientSupporter uses the partonomy classes Head,
Neck, Shoulder, Arm, Torso, Back, and Leg. All of Thigh, Lower Leg, Knee,
and Foot are regarded as direct parts of Leg. Toe and Heel are likewise part of
Foot. The complete partonomy is shown in Figure 2. Its implementation as a
subClassOf taxonomy in RDFS is available online.11

The rule component in PatientSupporter employs POSL with Horn logic
plus Negation as failure (Naf) and N3 with scoped Naf. The use of Naf Hornlog
POSL has been restricted to atoms with positional arguments,12 leaving F-logic-
like frames with property-value slots to N3. This demonstrates the range of our
approach through complementary rule styles.13

The Naf Hornlog POSL sublanguage uses (positional) n-ary relations (or,
predicates) as its central modeling paradigm. N3 instead uses (unordered) sets
of binary slots (or, properties) centered around object identifiers (OIDs, called
‘subjects’ in RDF and N3).

12 The POSL syntax thus corresponds to pure-Prolog syntax except that POSL vari-
ables are prefixed by a question mark while Prolog variables are upper-cased.

13 To didactically exemplify the positional and slotted styles as well as POSL-N3 inter-
operation, the online PatientSupporter prototype redundantly keeps rulebases both
as .posl and as .n3 documents.
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The following POSL example indicates the positional signature of the 16-ary
predicate myDiscussion:

myDiscussion(?ProfileID,?Injury,?MinAge,?MaxAge,?MinRSVP,?MaxRSVP,?Category,?Treatment,
?HealingStage,?StartTime,?EndTime,?Duration,?Channel,?Contact,?Gender,?TimeZone).

Fig. 2. Patient-centric body partonomy for localizing sports injuries
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In N3 this becomes a slotted signature with subject :myDiscussion, an
rdf:type of :MyDiscussion, and the 16 arguments as the remaining slots:

_:myDiscussion
rdf:type :MyDiscussion;
:profileID ?ProfileID
:injury ?Injury;
:minAge ?MinAge;
:maxAge ?MaxAge;
:minRSVP ?MinRSVP;
:maxRSVP ?MaxRSVP;
:category ?Category;
:treatment ?Treatment;
:healingStage ?HealingStage;
:startTime ?StartTime;
:endTime ?EndTime;
:duration ?Duration;
:channel ?Channel;
:contact ?Contact;
:gender ?Gender;
:timeZone ?TimeZone.

The complete signatures are being maintained in a global document.14

While rules (including underlying facts) according to a positional signature
are usually more concise, positional arguments must be specified in their fixed
order (with missing or inapplicable arguments represented by ‘null values’).
Conversely, while a slotted signature usually makes rules more verbose, slotted
arguments can be specified in any order (with missing or inapplicable arguments
just becoming omitted). The Datalog special case of the positional paradigm
(i.e., Hornlog without complex arguments) corresponds to the relational model
in that facts with the same predicate correspond to relational tables, and rules
to relational views. Conversely, the slotted paradigm is a special case of object-
oriented models where objects (‘subjects’) are declaratively described by slots
and can inherit slot values, but slot values are not procedurally updated. De-
pending on their previous experience with these paradigms (e.g., with relational
databases or RDF metadata), whose characteristics transpire even in GUIs, vir-
tual organizations or individual patients can take advantage of their favorite one.
For a synthesis of the two paradigms see [6].

Shared rules defining PatientSupporter predicates have been collected for the
rulebase of the OA. They, together with the signatures and ontologies, formalize
the global knowledge of the PatientSupporter system.

An example of a POSL (‘backward’) rule defines participation in a virtual
support group as follows:

participation(?ProfileID,?Injury,?MinRSVP,?MaxRSVP) :-
groupSize(?ProfileID,?Injury,?Min,?Max),
greaterThanOrEqual(?MinRSVP,?Min),
lessThanOrEqual(?MaxRSVP,?Max).

The first argument of the conclusion predicate participation is the patient
(?ProfileID) the rule is instantiated for, followed by a lesion (?Injury) argu-
ment, followed by the minimal (?MinRSVP) and maximal (?MaxRSVP) number of

14 http://ruleml.org/PatientSupporter/Signatures/
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participants the querier wants to have in a group for the lesion. The rule succeeds
for its four positional arguments if ?ProfileID’s desired group size (groupSize)
is between ?Min and ?Max, ?MinRSVP ≥ ?Min, and ?MaxRSVP ≤ ?Max.

The corresponding N3 (‘forward’) rule for deriving :participation facts is
as follows, where the ?rsvpQuery premise does not correspond to a premise of
the POSL rule but is needed to bind the ‘input’ arguments of its conclusion:

{
?rsvpQuery

rdf:type :RSVPQuery;
:profileID ?ProfileID;
:injury ?Injury;
:minRSVP ?MinRSVP;
:maxRSVP ?MaxRSVP.

?groupSize
rdf:type :GroupSize;
:profileID ?ProfileID;
:injury ?Injury;
:min ?Min;
:max ?Max.

?MinRSVP math:notLessThan ?Min.

?MaxRSVP math:notGreaterThan ?Max.
}
=>
{
_:participation

rdf:type :Participation;
:profileID ?ProfileID;
:injury ?Injury;
:minRSVP ?MinRSVP;
:maxRSVP ?MaxRSVP.

}.

The global OA knowledge base is being maintained in both language
paradigms,13 i.e. POSL15 and N316.

4 Locally Distributed Knowledge Bases for Patients

Locally distributed knowledge bases are grouped as profiles underneath the PAs.
Each PA group has its own kind of knowledge base, according to the medical
subarea associated with the body partonomy (cf. Section 3). For example, the
profiles created by patients with Leg injuries are kept with the Leg PA.

The local knowledge bases have information about patients to model their
profiles using the following vocabulary of properties: A unique identifier of a
profile, ProfileID; the kind of injury of the patient, Injury; the age of the
patient, Age; the time zone of the the patient, TimeZone; the treatment re-
quired, Treatment; the stage of healing of the injury, HealingStage; and the
category information, Category. The properties Treatment, HealingStage, and
Category have the following allowed value ranges: The Treatment property
currently has one of the values Bandage, MajorOperation, MediumOperation,

15 http://ruleml.org/PatientSupporter/resources/OA/PS-Global.posl
16 http://ruleml.org/PatientSupporter/resources/OA/PS-Global.n3
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MinorOperation, MajorMedication, MediumMedication, MinorMedication, or
ChangeOfLifeStyle; the HealingStage property has values Fresh, Medium,
Convalescent, or Healed; and the Category property has values In or Out

patient.
For example, this is a local myDiscussion fact about p0001 according to

the positional signature of Section 3 (in POSL we use ?:Leg as an anonymous
variable of type Leg, assuming p0001 has one leg injury):

myDiscussion(p0001,?:Leg,20:integer,50:integer,5:integer,10:integer,Out,Bandage,
Medium,
dateTime[2011:integer,6:integer,1:integer,10:integer,15:integer],
dateTime[2011:integer,6:integer,1:integer,11:integer,20:integer],
dateTime[0:integer,0:integer,0:integer,0:integer,30:integer],
Skype,John27,Male,-400).

Similarly, given below is its counterpart according to the slotted signature
(in N3 we use :Leg as a constant, again standing for one leg injury):

:myDiscussion_1
rdf:type :MyDiscussion;
:profileID :p0001;
:injury :Leg;
:minAge :20;
:maxAge :50;
:minRSVP :5;
:maxRSVP :10;
:category :Out;
:treatment :Bandage;
:healingStage :Medium;
:startTime [:year 2011; :month 6; :day 1; :hour 10; :minute 15];
:endTime [:year 2011; :month 6; :day 1; :hour 11; :minute 20];
:duration [:year 0; :month 0; :day 0; :hour 0; :minute 30];
:channel :skype,
:contact :John27,
:gender :Male,
:timeZone :-400.

Both express interest in a myDiscussion about Leg injuries, with Medium

stage of healing, Bandage level for treatment, and with category of Out patient.
It is proposed for June 1st, 2011, between 10:15 AM and 11:20 AM (GMT -4:00
Atlantic Time) for a duration of 30 minutes. It should have the form of a Skype
call for 5 to 10 people. The Skype user name of the person advertising this time
is John27.

This fact (in POSL and N3) can be generated by a local rule (again, in both
paradigms) which uses another rule and facts to satisfy its premises. Given below
is an example of a positional POSL rule from the PA knowledge base of patient
p0001, defining the main predicate myDiscussion about Leg injuries, specifying
his desired support-group discussion:

myDiscussion(p0001,?:Leg,?MinAge,?MaxAge,?MinRSVP,?MaxRSVP,?Category,?Treatment,?HealingStage,
dateTime[?StartYear,?StartMonth,?StartDay,?StartHour,?StartMinute],
dateTime[?EndYear,?EndMonth,?EndDay,?EndHour,?EndMinute],
dateTime[?DurYear,?DurMonth,?DurDay,?DurHour,?DurMinute],

?Channel,?Contact,?Gender,?TimeZone) :-
ageCheck(p0001,?MinAge,?MaxAge,?Age),
participation(p0001,?:Leg,?MinRSVP,?MaxRSVP),
communication(p0001,?Channel,?Contact),
notEqual(?Channel,MSN),
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event(p0001,?:Leg,Possible,
dateTime[?StartYear,?StartMonth,?StartDay,?StartHour,?StartMinute],
dateTime[?EndYear,?EndMonth,?EndDay,?EndHour,?EndMinute]),

duration(p0001,?:Leg,dateTime[?DurYear,?DurMonth,?DurDay,?DurHour,?DurMinute]),
goodDuration(p0001,?:Leg,

dateTime[?DurYear,?DurMonth,?DurDay,?DurHour,?DurMinute],
dateTime[?StartYear,?StartMonth,?StartDay,?StartHour,?StartMinute],
dateTime[?EndYear,?EndMonth,?EndDay,?EndHour,?EndMinute]),

category(p0001,?:Leg,?Category),
treatment(p0001,?:Leg,?Treatment),
healingStage(p0001,?:Leg,?HealingStage),

gender(p0001,?Gender),
timeZone(p0001,?TimeZone).

The rule conclusion’s myDiscussion predicate starts with the person’s pro-
file ID, p0001, followed by the kind of injury, ?:Leg, the age limits ?MinAge

and ?MaxAge, the group limits ?MinRSVP and ?MaxRSVP, the patient ?Category
(In/Out), the ?Treatment and ?HealingStage to be discussed, the start time,
end time, and duration of the discussion, its communication ?Channel, as well
as p0001’s ?Contact name, ?Gender, and ?TimeZone.

The initial rule premises perform an ageCheck, test the participation

constraints (cf. rule in Section 3), and filter on the communication ?Channel.
The next premises query p0001’s Possible ?:Leg-injury events and planned
duration for this discussion, making sure it is a goodDuration within the
event interval. The penultimate premises compute the category, treatment and
healingStage constraints. The final premises concern the gender and timeZone.

The corresponding slotted N3 rule is given, abridged, below:

{
...

?event
rdf:type :Event;
:profileID :p0001;
:injury :Leg;
:tense :Possible;
:startDateTime [:year ?StartYear; :month ?StartMonth; :day ?StartDay; :hour ?StartHour;

:minute ?StartMinute];
:endDateTime [:year ?EndYear; :month ?EndMonth; :day ?EndDay; :hour ?EndHour;

:minute ?EndMinute].

...
}
=>
{
_:myDiscussion
rdf:type :MyDiscussion;
:profileID :p0001;
:injury :Leg;
:minAge ?MinAge;
:maxAge ?MaxAge;
:minRSVP ?MinRSVP;
:maxRSVP ?MaxRSVP;
:category :Out;
:treatment ?Treatment;
:healingStage ?Stage;
:startDateTime [:year ?StartYear; :month ?StartMonth; :day ?StartDay; :hour ?StartHour;

:minute ?StartMinute];
:endDateTime [:year ?EndYear; :month ?EndMonth; :day ?EndDay; :hour ?EndHour;

:minute ?EndMinute];
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:duration [:year ?DurYear; :month ?DurMonth; :day ?DurDay; :hour ?DurHour;
:minute ?DurMinute];

:channel ?Channel;
:contact ?Contact;
:gender ?Gender;
:timeZone ?TimeZone.

}.

The POSL and N3 rules (and facts) for this and other fictitious patients are
available, as templates, online.17

5 Interoperation between POSL and N3 Rules via
RuleML/XML

The PatientSupporter use case includes a testbed for the interoperation (i.e.,
alignment and translation) of information in knowledge bases in the two main
rule paradigms: Prolog-style (positional) relations and N3-style (slotted) frames.
PatientSupporter inherits the interoperation mechanisms from Rule Responder.
The interoperation methodology makes iterative use of alignment and transla-
tion: An initial alignment permits the translation of parts of a hybrid knowledge
base. This then leads to more precise alignments, which in turn lead to better
translations. Using this methodology, PatientSupporter can maintain relational
(Pure Prolog) as well as frame (N3) versions of rules, both accessing the same,
independently maintained, body partonomy.

The PAs of PatientSupporter can thus use either of these rule paradigms,
while interoperation is carried out through the intermediate rule language
RuleML/XML, which has sublanguages for both of them, so that the cross-
paradigm translations can use the common XML syntax of RuleML. A pair of
online converters18 is used for rulebase conversion between the human-oriented
POSL syntax and its XML serialization in RuleML.

For rulebase translation, the signatures of PatientSupporter relations and
frames are aligned in a shared signature document,14 discussed in Section 3,
which specifies the argument positions of relations and slot names of frames.
The alignment of sample relations and frames in Sections 3 and 4 then suggests
the actual translations between the two rule paradigms.

Translations that are considered to be ‘static’ or ‘at compile-time’ take an en-
tire rulebase as input and return its entire transformed version in RuleML/XML.
Thus, an assumption of ‘closed-arguments’ of fixed signatures for relations and
frames is made [8].

Positional-slotted translators for a version of RuleML are available online as
an XSLT implementation.19

For example, POSL’s myDiscussion relational fact of Section 4 is serialized
in positional RuleML as follows, where Individual constants are distinguished
from Data literals:

17 http://ruleml.org/PatientSupporter/resources/PA/
18 http://ruleml.org/posl/converter.jnlp
19 http://ruleml.org/ooruleml-xslt/oo2prml.html
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<Atom>
<Rel>myDiscussion</Rel>
<Ind>p0001</Ind>
<Var type="Leg"/>
. . .
<Data>Out</Data>
<Ind>Bandage</Ind>
<Data>Medium</Data>
. . .

</Atom>

Extending the mappings in OO RuleML20, N3’s myDiscussion frame fact
of Section 4 is serialized in slotted RuleML as follows, where RuleML’s Rel

represents N3’s rdf:type:

<Atom>
<oid><Ind iri=":myDiscussion_1"/></oid>
<Rel iri=":MyDiscussion"/>
<slot>

<Ind iri=":profileID"/>
<Ind>p0001</Ind>

</slot>
<slot>

<Ind iri=":injury"/>
<Ind>Leg</Ind>

</slot>
. . .
<slot>

<Ind iri=":category"/>
<Data>Out</Data>

</slot>
<slot>

<Ind iri=":treatment"/>
<Ind>Bandage</Ind>

</slot>
<slot>

<Ind iri=":healingStage"/>
<Data>Medium</Data>

</slot>
. . .

</Atom>

While slotted-to-positional translation of atoms essentially fixes the argu-
ment order and omits the slot names, positional-to-slotted translation looks up
the slot names in the shared signature document.14 For the translation of a rule,
the above translation of atoms is applied to the atom in the conclusion and
to all the atoms in the premises. For a rulebase, the translation then applies
to all of its rules. With the above-discussed human-oriented syntax translators,
rulebases containing rules like the myDiscussion rule in Section 4 can thus be
translated from Pure Prolog to POSL to RuleML (positional to slotted) and to
N3, as well as vice versa. These translators permit rule, query, and answer inter-
operation, via RuleML/XML, for the Rule Responder infrastructure inherited
by PatientSupporter.

The translators have been complemented by mappings between the Dlex
subset of RuleML and of RIF [4].

20 http://ruleml.org/indoo/n3ruleml.html
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6 Distributed Rule Responder Querying

PatientSupporter inherits the distributed query mechanism from Rule Respon-
der. For querying different rule engines, transformations between queries and
answers from N3 and Pure Prolog through RuleML/XML are done as described
for rules in Section 5. Both the global knowledge base, described in Section 3,
and locally distributed knowledge bases, described in Section 4, are used in query
answering.

Given below is an example of a POSL query for patient profiles, which is
executed by Rule Responder’s OO jDREW TD (Top-Down) engine:

myDiscussion(?ProfileID,?Injury:Leg,20:integer,50:integer,5:integer,10:integer,...)

It uses the rule from Section 4 to find any patient (?ProfileID) who has
a Leg injury, age between 20:integer and 50:integer, and is interested in
joining a discussion group with minimum 5:integer to maximum 10:integer

people, where all the remaining arguments, indicated by ‘...’, are left open as
free variables.

This is the corresponding N3 query, to be executed by Rule Responder’s
EulerSharp EYE bottom-up engine:

@prefix : <patient_profiles#>.
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-

rdf-syntax-ns#>.

_:myDiscussion
rdf:type :MyDiscussion;
:profileID ?ProfileID;
:injury :Leg;
:minAge :20;
:maxAge :50;
:minRSVP :5;
:maxRSVP :10;
... .

After having declared two prefixes, it builds an existential (‘ ’) node,
:myDiscussion, using slots for the fixed parameters and the fact-provided
?MinRSVP (5) and ?MaxRSVP (10) bindings to fill the variable slots again in-
dicated by ‘...’.

Within our online test environment, the above sample query produces twelve
solutions. These can be narrowed down to produce four solutions by descending
the partonomy from ?Injury:Leg to ?Injury:Foot, and to two solutions when
?Injury:Foot becomes ?Injury:Toe. Using variations of such queries, patients-
as-enquiry-users of PatientSupporter will be able to explore profiles of patients-
as-profile-users to find or initiate a support group.

In our experiments, the overall processing times for the online-selectable10

positional myDiscussion Example Queries 1-4 in Rule Responder instantiated
to PatientSupporter on average were, respectively, 11s (for 12 answers),
7s (for 5 answers), 5s (for 2 answers), and 4s (for 1 answer), measured for
Java JRE6 in Windows XP on an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.80GHz processor.

The implemented Rule Responder instantiation for PatientSupporter, with
all source files and test queries, is available online.10
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7 Conclusions and Future Work

PatientSupporter demonstrates the Social Semantic Subweb for patients who
want to collaborate and share information with each other about sports injuries,
on a global scale. It enables precise networking between patients by using ontolo-
gies combined with rules to specify and query patient profiles. Key features of
PatientSupporter are: First, it permits interoperation of patient profiles between
Pure Prolog (Naf Hornlog) and N3 through RuleML/XML. Second, it enables
scalability of distributed knowledge on the Social Semantic Subweb via its PA
modularization, starting with derivation rules and light-weight ontologies. Third,
PatientSupporter uses the OO jDREW, Euler, and Prova engines, while its open
Rule Responder architecture makes it easy to bring in new engines. Fourth, it
makes use of a body partonomy for modeling sports injuries in a hierarchical
manner (from the patients’ commonsense point-of-view). Fifth, it makes use of
ontologies and rules to precisely search for patient profiles, and allows enquiry
users to narrow down their search in a step-wise fashion. Hence, by delivering
the relevant profiles, PatientSupporter saves enquiry users from the hassle of
browsing through a large set of patient profiles.

While the querying of patient rulebases by enquiry users is pretty well sup-
ported with a menu-based GUI10, the editing of patient rulebases by profile users
should be similarly supported. Especially for newcomers, the choice between po-
sitional, slotted, and combined language paradigms could be abstracted away as
far as possible: A new profile user would visually select the features relevant for
their profile and the underlying system would generate the profile in the lan-
guage most appropriate for this selection. In future work, controlled or natural
language interfaces could be developed for both querying and editing, following
the ACE query interface of SymposiumPlanner-2011 [22], and information ex-
traction methods could be explored as an alternative to ‘from-scratch’ profile
editing.

In a separate effort, PatientSupporter’s current vocabulary of properties
could be refined – and rules over them could be written – to express multiple
injuries to the same body part, injuries of multiple body parts, indirect symp-
toms, lab results, as well as specifics about diagnoses and therapies. Besides the
treatment of injuries, their prevention could be represented.

An extension of PatientSupporter could include – along with the patients
and their Social Semantic profiles – medical professionals and Personal Health
Records (PHRs) [17]. This would assist in the formation of virtual support groups
consisting of doctors and nurses as well as patients, based on the preferences and
constraints of all three subgroups. For this, patients’ commonsense knowledge
and profiles should be mapped to medical expert knowledge and PHRs – and
(partially) vice versa. For example, PatientSupporter’s body partonomy for lo-
calizing global knowledge about sports injuries could (be mapped to a full-blown
medical ontology such as SNOMED and) act as an index into medical knowledge
about anatomy, physiology, etc. as it pertains to sports injuries. A medical pro-
fessional could then provide injury-specific knowledge that is not patient-specific
to the entire support group, rather than repeating it for each patient.
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PatientSupporter and its use cases will thus provide new challenges and sug-
gestions for improvements of RuleML, Rule Responder, and the involved engines.
Since PatientSupporter rules are interoperated through RuleML/XML, they can
also be ported from Rule Responder to other Social Semantic Web frameworks
such as EMERALD [16] or be read into another Java-based system via JAXB.
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Abstract. In order to interpret experimental Omics-data, ecotoxicologists are 
faced with an array of disconnected bioinformatics databases and algorithms. 
These include tools for microarray analysis, gene annotation, functional gene 
set enrichment, and network analysis. Drawing together these Web tools and 
resources  is  a  frequently  labour-consuming technical  exercise  in  identifying 
links across database records and the connecting input and output formats of 
tools.  Interpreting  experimental  Omics-data  in  the  context  of  the  current 
available  knowledge  and  methodologies  from a  single  query  platform with 
explicit semantics would be a valuable asset for toxicology in the analysis of 
DNA, transcriptomics, proteomic, and metabolomic experimental data.

Methods:  We have created 30+ SADI semantic Web Services, resources and 
tools pertinent to the interpretation of Omics toxicological data. These services 
encompass  a  wide  range  of  algorithms,  domains  and  databases,  including 
sequence alignment and protein domain finding tools (e.g. BLAST, HMMR3, 
and  InterProScan),  databases  containing  experimentally  validated  protein 
functions  (e.g.  ZFIN  and  MGI),  and  central  repositories  of  sequence  and 
microarray data (e.g. ArrayExpress and NCBI-RefSeq). All these services can 
be leveraged through SPARQL queries submitted to the SHARE query engine. 
This paradigm provides a single access-point on the Web for a toxicologist to 
submit semantically rich queries that are resolved using the relevant databases 
and  tools.  This  frees  the  ecotoxicologist  from  learning  unnecessary  details 
concerning tool interfaces and the semantic idiosyncrasies of databases.

Results: We  present  a  series  of  example  queries  for  ecotoxicology,  which 
facilitate  the  interpretation  of  transcriptomics  data  in  the  context  of  public 
knowledge and current tools. These queries include common tasks, specific to a 
user's experimental data set, such as gene ontology annotation of probes on a 
custom microarray experiment for an aquatic species of interest. 

Keywords:  SADI,  SHARE, Semantic  Web  Services,  Ecotoxicology,  Fish, 
Toxicology
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1 Introduction

Toxicology is increasingly a systems discipline, requiring the analysis of multi-scale 
Omics  data  [2,  17,  25].  This  typically  require  tools  and  databases  that  can  be 
leveraged for tasks such as microarray analysis, gene annotation, functional gene set 
enrichment,  and  network  analysis.  However,  in  order  to  meet  these  requirements 
toxicologists  are  faced  with  a  bewildering  array  of  disconnected  bioinformatics 
resources.  Drawing  together  and  mastering  these  Web  tools  and  resources  is 
frequently an unnecessary and frustrating technical exercise in identifying common 
links  across  database  records  and  the  connecting  input  and  output  formats  of 
bioinformatics  tools.  Interpreting  experimental  Omics-data  in  the  context  of  the 
current available knowledge and methodologies from a single query platform with 
explicit semantics would be an invaluable asset to ecotoxicologists in the analysis of 
their DNA, transcriptomics, proteomic, and metabolomic experimental data. Working 
towards  such  a  unified  semantic  framework  in  ecotoxicology,  would  free 
toxicologists from wasting time on technical and semantic idiosyncrasies, and enable 
the environmental toxicologist to synthesize Omics information to better predict risks 
associated with chemical exposures.

There are many existing approaches to integrating biological data sets. Project like 
Bio2RDF  [4] and Linked Life Data  [30] have used semantic technologies to build 
mash-ups of  current  biological  information. However,  many biological  application 
cases also require the integration of bioinformatics tools and algorithms. Semantic 
Web Service architectures  [9, 12, 16, 26] are an elegant solution to exposing both 
knowledge  and  algorithms  in  a  semantically  explicit  framework.  Services  can  be 
leveraged as components  in complex bioinformatics  analysis pipelines.  This paper 
presents an initial framework of SADI Web Services for the ecotoxicology domain 
and example queries which demonstrate how such a framework can be leveraged to 
retrieve relevant information. Together with existing SADI use-cases [3, 7, 21], these 
example queries demonstrate the utility of SADI semantic Web Services in solving 
the problems of resource and tool fragmentation, and semantic heterogeneity in the 
life sciences.

1.1 What are SADI Web Services?

Most  conventional  Web  Services  produce  an  output  without  making  an  explicit 
semantic connection to the input data. Web Services built using the SADI framework 
[26] make the semantics of this relationship explicit. SADI is a set of conventions for 
creating Semantic Web Services, which as a consequence of their explicit semantics, 
can be  automatically  discovered and orchestrated.  An RDF graph forms the service 
input and has some URI node designated as a central node. The whole input RDF 
graph  is  considered  a  description  of  this  central  node.  Exactly  the  same node  is 
always present in the output RDF graph and becomes the central output node. The 
sole function of a SADI service is therefore to decorate this central input node with 
new properties, which are asserted in the output RDF graph.
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The classes and properties which a SADI Web Service accepts as input and computes 
as output must reference a defined input and output class in an OWL [31] ontology. 
The inputs and outputs of the Web Service are therefore always clearly defined and 
the behavior of the Web Service is formally specified. For example, Fig. 1 shows a 
SADI Web Service and an example of the RDF input and output accepted by the 
service. The input and output classes are defined in the service ontology.

Fig. 1 A SADI service which uses input and output classes from the service ontology: 
http://unbsj.biordf.net/fishtox/arrayexpress-sadi-service-ontology.owl.  The  service 
consumes an OWL class,  which must be a subclass of  efo:organism and have an 
attach  label.  The  modeling  of  the  input  is  defined  in 
ExperimentAnnotatedSpecies_Input. The service decorates  the OWL organism class 
with  the  individuals  of  that  species  that  are  inputs  for  microarray experiments  in 
ArrayExpress.  The  modeling  of  the  output   is  defined  by  the 
ExperimentAnnotatedSpecies_Output class. A key to the prefixes used in this figure 
can be  found in Table 1. The bold framed RDF class indicates the central node in the 
input and output graph.
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The  explicit  nature  of  SADI  service  semantics  means  they  can  be  automatically 
enacted  by  client  software.  In  this  paper  we  use  the  SHARE  client  [23],  which 
computes SPARQL queries by picking and calling suitable SADI Web Services from 
a SADI service registry.  Therefore,  SPARQL queries  can be written based on an 
understanding  of  the  ontological  primitives  referred  to  in  service  semantic 
descriptions, available from the registry. However, browsing the services is often a 
useful exercise as it gives a good idea of what data is available. 

1.2 The tools and databases wrapped as SADI Web Services

In  order  to  improve  predictive  abilities,  ecotoxicologists  are  becoming  more 
interested in  the pathways and  associations regulated by a  specific  chemical  (e.g. 
adverse pathways of toxicity). In order to provide a core bioinformatics toolbox for 
ecotoxicology, our initial SADI Web Services provide information pertinent to the 
analysis  of  exotoxicology  microarrays.  Specifically,  we  prioritize  services  which 
facilitate  (1)  comparison  of  an  experimental  dataset  with  other  published 
transcriptomics data, and (2) sequence transcript information retrieval in the form of 
Pfam  [11] protein domain,  and  Gene Ontology (GO) functional annotation. These 
knowledge domains provide the subject  for  the example queries,  described in  the 
results.

An important requirement for the analysis of a fish toxicological dataset is the ability 
to compare experimental results with existing published data. This has the potential to 
provide valuable insights into transcriptomics datasets by elucidating similarities and 
differences with transcriptomes that were subject to similar experimental conditions, 
such as the concentration of chemical or duration of exposure regime. ArrayExpress 
[20] is a database of functional genomics experiments which includes a large number 
of microarrays. It includes data on microarray platforms, as well as data recording 
individual experiments and their parameters.  It provides Web Services that can be 
readily wrapped with SADI Web Services, which effectively provide a layer that adds 
explicit semantics. 

Another requirement for our ecotoxicology use case is the annotation of microarray 
sequences with Pfam domains and GO functional annotation. In order to achieve this, 
SADI  Web  Services  were  required  that  exposed  HMMR3  [8] and  BLAST 
functionality.  Microarray  sequences  are  often  derived  from  assembled  EST 
sequences,  and  this  is  particularly  true  for  the  many  custom  arrays  for  fish. 
Consequently  sequences  may be  incomplete  and  contain  missing  gene fragments, 
which introduce shifts in the reading frame. This makes the process of finding the 
correct open reading frame (ORF), which encodes the protein, challenging. It was 
therefore a priority to include a ORF prediction tool such as ORF-Predictor [19].

Sequence functional annotation with GO also requires the retrieval of experimentally 
derived annotations from model organism databases. We prioritized annotations for 
Danio  rerio  and Mus  musculus,  based  on  the  evolutionary  distance  to  fish  and 
abundance of experimental annotation, respectively.
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The Zebrafish Model Organism Database (ZFIN) [6], is the main data repository for 
the Danio rerio genome. Danio rerio is one of the most important model organisms 
for teleost fish and is used as a model for growth and development, pharmacology and 
toxicology studies [14, 22, 24]. ZFIN contains a repository of reference gene models, 
together with mappings to most of the sequence repositories. They also contribute a 
set of experimental and electronically inferred GO annotations for genes. 

Mouse Genome Informatics (MGI)  [5] is the main data repository for information 
concerning the Mus musculus genome. It contains a list of reference gene models, and 
external  references  to  the  main  sequence  repositories.  It  is  the  largest  source  of 
experimentally verified GO annotations for genes, which motivated us to included it 
as a data source for SADI Web Services. 

2  Methods

This  section  describes  the  prior  modeling  and  SADI  Web  Services,  which  were 
leveraged  by  the  example  queries  in  this  use  case.  Defining  an  appropriately 
expressive model for the RDF that will be consumed and produced by services is 
crucial for enabling interoperability with other services, and flexible querying.

2.1 Reuse of existing upper and domain Ontologies

In order to improve the re-usability of our SADI Web Services, wherever possible we 
reference existing upper and domain ontologies. Table 1 lists the ontologies used by 
the SADI Web Services. The Semanticscience Integrated Ontology (SIO) provides a 
broad  set  of  classes  and  properties,  and  is  used  extensively  by  other  SADI Web 
Services.  The Life Science Resource  Name (LSRN) provides  classes  for  defining 
database records and identifiers. It also uses the SIO ontology as an upper ontology. 
SIO and  LSRN are  our  preferential  upper  ontologies  for  modeling  services.  The 
Experimental Factor Ontology (EFO), provides classes and properties for describing 
sample  variables  in  experiments  [15].  It  has  been  used  extensively  for  the  Gene 
Expression Atlas [13], and in the Semantic Web Atlas Project [1]. We reuse EFO to 
encourage  interoperability  with  the  modeling  provided  by  these  projects.  Our 
application  ontologies  mainly  contain  input  and  output  class  definitions.  Where 
possible we have minimized the creation of any new classes  or  relations in these 
service ontologies. 
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Table. 1 Ontologies and Prefixes used in the SADI Web Services

Prefix URL Type

Upper

Upper

Domain

Application

Application

Application

Application

Application

Application

lsrn http://purl.oclc.org/SADI/LSRN/

sio http://semanticscience.org/resource/

efo http://www.ebi.ac.uk/efo/

blastso http://unbsj.biordf.net/fishtox/BLAST-sadi-service-ontology.owl#

hmmrso http://unbsj.biordf.net/fishtox/HMMR-sadi-service-ontology.owl#

goaso http://unbsj.biordf.net/fishtox/GOA-sadi-service-ontology.owl#

microarrayso http://unbsj.biordf.net/fishtox/arrayexpress-sadi-service-ontology.owl#

tsso http://unbsj.biordf.net/fishtox/record-translation-sadi-service-ontology.owl#

stso http://unbsj.biordf.net/fishtox/seq-tools-sadi-service-ontology.owl

2.2 Modeling schematics

Fig 2. shows a schematic of the main classes and properties used to model RDF input 
and output for SADI Web Services. The schematic can be used to design SPARQL 
queries  for  the  SHARE  client.  Some  secondary  classes  and  properties,  such  as 
BLAST and HMMR alignment scores, have been omitted. Also, the schematic does 
not show potential connections to classes and properties provided by other published 
SADI  Web  Services.  The  semantic  richness  of  our  modeling  enables  a  greater 
expressiveness in writing SPARQL queries. It also reduces the need to re-model for 
new use cases when further SADI Web Services are added or become available.
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Fig 2. A schematic of the main OWL classes and properties used to expose data in the 
described SADI Web Services. A key to the prefixes used in this figure can be found 
in Table 1. The properties which are given in brackets are the inverse of the properties 
for the given direction, indicated by the connecting arrow.
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2.3 SADI Web Services for fish research and aquatic ecotoxicology

In total  we created 32 SADI Web Services  which exposed information from five 
database:  ArrayExpress,  ZFIN,  MGI,  RefSeq,  Pfam,  and  GO.  We  also  exposed 
BLASTn, BLASTx, BLASTp, HMMR3 and ORF-Predictor tools. These services are 
too numerous to describe all but a selection in detail here, however a description of 
each is provided at http://unbsj.biordf.net/FISHTOX-SADIServices. A SHARE client 
has  been  made  available  to  query  these  service  at 
http://unbsj.biordf.net/cardioSHARE-fishtox.

Where possible we wrapped existing Web Services, provided by databases and tools, 
as SADI Web Services. This provides live data, which ensures results are current, and 
avoids the maintenance cost associated with data mirrors.

Four ArrayExpress SADI Web Services,  one of which has been described already 
(Fig.  1),  were  created  by  wrapping  the  Web-Services  provided  by  ArrayExpress. 
Information exposed was modeled using a combination of the existing EFO ontology 
(which the database supports natively) and SIO properties. 

HMMR3 SADI Web Services were provided by wrapping the Web Services provided 
by janelia [10]. The input class of the service is a 'protein sequence' (sio:SIO_010015) 
and output class is defined in the hmmrso (Table 1) ontology as a class that:

'has  attribute'  min  1  (HMMR_Alignment  that ('is  about'  min  1 
('molecular site' that ('is subject of' min 1 Pfam_Record))))

Similarly  SADI Web Services  for  BLAST were created by wrapping  NCBI Web 
Services. The input to these services was either a 'protein sequence' (sio:SIO_010015) 
or a 'nucleic acid sequence' (sio:SIO_010016) depending on the variant of BLAST. 
The output is defined using an alignment class, in an approach similar to HMMR3 
services. For example, the output for the BLASTx is defined in the blastso (Table 1) 
ontology as a class that:

'has attribute' some (BLAST_Alignment that ('refers to' min 1 ('protein 
sequence' that ('is subject of' min 1 (NCBI_NP_Record or NCBI_AP_Record 
or NCBI_XP_Record or NCBI_YP_Record or NCBI_ZP_Record)))))

Translation between any two database records is handled by modeling the relation 
between  the  sequences  which  they  concern.  For  example,  an  lsrn:ZFIN_Record 
concerns  some  genomic  sequence  corresponding  to  a  gene  model.  The  SADI 
translation service consuming instances of this class as input, defines the relationship 
between the input and an NCBI protein record in RefSeq via the following output 
class tsso:RefSeq_Protein_Annotated_Record_Output:

'is  about'  min  1  ('deoxyribonucleic  acid  sequence'  that ('is 
transcribed  into'  min  1  ('ribonucleic  acid  sequence'  that ('is 
translated into' min 1 ('protein sequence' that ('is subject of' min 1 
(NCBI_NP_Record  or NCBI_AP_Record  or NCBI_XP_Record  or NCBI_YP_Record 
or NCBI_ZP_Record)))))))

GO annotation SADI Web Services were created by directly RDFizing ZFIN and 
MGI  annotations  published  on  the  GO  website  [29].  They  annotate  both 
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lsrn:ZFIN_Record and lsrn:MGI_Record classes. The definition of the output class is 
complex  as  the  GO  annotation  can  reference  the  function,  process,  or  cellular 
compartment of the RNA or Protein product of the DNA which is the subject of ZFIN 
or MGI records.

3 Results 

In this section we present three example queries, which address the types of questions 
pertinent to the analysis of gene expression data. However, the SADI Web Services 
we have built, and the modelling we employ, is not limited to these examples. Any 
number  of  combinations of  these SADI Web Services,  together  with the growing 
number of public SADI Web Services, can be used to produce many useful queries. In 
this  paper  we focus  on  a  few example  queries  based  around the  analysis  of  fish 
toxicology  data,  however  these  methodologies  are  widely  applicable  to  gene 
expression analysis.

These queries are enacted by the SHARE client, which computes queries by picking 
and calling suitable SADI Web Services from a dedicated registry of fish toxicology-
related services. The SHARE client Web interface reports results in tabular form and 
as a downloadable RDF graph.

3.1 Query I: Leveraging ORF finding algorithms to detect Pfam domains

After the gene sequences of interest have been identified, a common requirement is to 
classify these genes according to the protein domains,  which they encode. This is 
often a non trivial task for microarray sequences, which are frequently derived from 
assembled EST sequences. Consequently sequences may be incomplete and contain 
missing  gene  fragments,  which  introduce  shifts  in  the  reading  frame  across  the 
sequence. This makes the process of finding the correct open reading frame (ORF) 
which encodes the protein challenging. Combining the output of a ORF prediction 
tool, together with the HMMR3 algorithm, without scripting, would require a great 
deal of manual work for a biologist, which becomes insurmountable for anything but 
a  trivial  number  of  sequences.  The  following  SPARQL  query  annotates  Pfam 
domains  for  the  ten most  significantly  regulated genes in  Micropterus  salmoides, 
relative to the control, under dieldrin-induced stress  [18].  In order to compute the 
query SHARE calls three services. The first service decorates the DNA sequences on 
the chip with RNA. The RNA is then passed through the ORF prediction service to 
decorate a protein sequence, which is then passed to the HMMR3 service, which adds 
protein domains to the RDF model.

1. PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
2. PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
3. PREFIX sio: <http://semanticscience.org/resource/>
4. SELECT ?DNA_chip_sequence ?pfam_name
5. FROM <http://unbsj.biordf.net/fishtox/TopTenLowestPvalue-DdResponsiveGenes.rdf>
6. WHERE {
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7.  ?DNA_chip_sequence sio:SIO_010080 ?RNA_sequence .
8.  # (is transcribed into)
9.  ?RNA_sequence sio:SIO_010082 ?protein_sequence .
10. # (is translated into)
11. ?protein_sequence sio:SIO_000008 ?alignment .
12. # (has attribute)
13. ?alignment sio:SIO_000332 ?molecular_site .
14. # (is about)
15. ?molecular_site sio:SIO_000629 ?pfam_record .
16. # (is subject of)
17. ?pfam_record rdfs:label ?pfam_name 
18. }

The first predicate in the query (line 7) causes SHARE to look for services indexed by 
the  “is  transcribed  into”  predicate.  It  finds  a  DNA2RNA  SADI  service  which 
consumes a DNA sequence class and decorates this with an RNA sequence, which is  
attached  by  the  “is  transcribed  into”  property.  The  second  predicate  (line  9)  is 
resolved by an ORF predictor  service,  which consumes RNA sequences, and uses 
sequence alignment to RefSeq proteins (BLASTx) to predict  the most likely open 
reading frames that code for proteins. SHARE feeds the RNA sequences outputted by 
the DNA2RNA service into the ORF predictor SADI service, which decorates them 
with protein sequences attached by a “is translated into” property. The third predicate 
(line 11) can be resolved by the HMMR3 service, which consumes a protein sequence 
and produces HMMR alignments with attached Pfam protein domains. The forth and 
fifth predicates (line 15 and 17)  are part of the output modeling of this HMMR3 
service.

The SHARE client returned the answer that the domain Ribosomal_L7Ae was found 
on the gene UF_Msa_AF_100231. The low coverage on genes (10%) is not surprising 
given the species (Largemouth Bass),  and the conservative default  settings of  the 
HMMR3 SADI service (e-value < Gathering threshold). The service is parameterized 
to allow these settings to be changed, but this functionality is not yet supported in 
SHARE.  The  RDF  output  from  this  query  can  be  found  at 
http://unbsj.biordf.net/fishtox/QueryIOutput.rdf.

3.2 Query II: Functional annotation of sequence data

One of  the most  powerful  tools  for  microarray  data  is  GO functional  annotation. 
However,  for  a  non-model  organism  like  Micropterus  salmoides,  very  little 
experimental  evidence  is  recorded  in  public  repositories  for  GO  function.  It  is 
therefore necessary to infer function based on sequence similarity with known genes 
in  model  organisms.  The  following  SPARQL  query  annotates  the  ten  genes 
previously described in Section 3.2.  To execute the query, SHARE calls the BLASTx 
service to find similar proteins in the RefSeq database, looks up the equivalent ZFIN 
and MGI Records, and then finally retrieves experimentally evidenced GO terms for 
these records using the corresponding SADI services from our set.  The default e-
value threshold for parameterized BLAST services is 1x10-4.

PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX sio: <http://semanticscience.org/resource/>
SELECT ?DNA_chip_sequence ?zfin_or_msi_record ?go_id
FROM <http://unbsj.biordf.net/fishtox/TopTen-lowest-pvalue-DdResponsiveGenes.rdf>
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WHERE {
  ?DNA_chip_sequence sio:SIO_000008 ?alignment .
  # (has attribute)
  ?alignment sio:SIO_000628 ?sequence_hit .
  # (refers to)
  ?sequence_hit sio:SIO_000629 ?refseq_record .
  # (is subject of)
  ?refseq_record sio:SIO_000332 ?RNA_Sequence .
  # (is_about)
  ?RNA_Sequence sio:SIO_010081 ?DNA_sequence .
  # (is_transcribed_from)
  ?DNA_sequence sio:SIO_000629 ?zfin_or_msi_record .
  # (is subject of)
  ?zfin_or_msi_record sio:SIO_000332 ?DNA_sequence .
  # (is about)
  ?DNA_sequence sio:SIO_010080 ?RNA_Sequence.    
  # (is transcribed into)
  ?RNA_sequence sio:SIO_010082 ?protein_sequence .
  # (is translated into)
  ?protein_sequence sio:SIO_000629 ?GO_annotation .
  # (is subject of)
  ?GO_annotation  sio:SIO_000629 [rdfs:label ?go_id]
}

The results from SHARE indicate the presence of ribosomal processes and functions, 
that   were  experimentally  evidenced  in  genes  with  sequences  similar  to  the  ten 
sequences being annotated. This accords well with the Pfam domains found by Query 
II. The query results also identified a number of additional gene functions,  which 
include transcription factor, enzyme binding, steroid hormone receptor,  cholesterol 
transporter, and phospholipid binding activities. The RDF output from this query can 
be found at http://unbsj.biordf.net/fishtox/QueryIIOutput.rdf. 

3.3 Query III: Locating relevant microarray experiments

A  frequent  requirement  of  experimentalists  involved  in  transcriptomics  is  the 
comparison  of  their  own  work  with  previous  published  experiments.  Locating 
microarray  experiments  with  related  experimental  variables  is  a  prerequisite  for 
further  comparative  analysis.  In  order  to  answer  this  question  an  experimentalist  
typically  would use  the  Web-tools  provided by  ArrayExpress.  One such  example 
query  might  be  “For  the  hypothalamus  of  Micropterus  salmoides,  what  gene 
transcripts have been measured in existing experiments”. Using ArrayExpress Web 
based tools alone would require multiple searches and manual inspections of many 
experiments each of which may use different microarray platforms. The following 
declarative SPARQL query expresses this question formally. Note that the RDF file 
http://unbsj.biordf.net/fishtox/large-mouth-bass-27706.owl specified  in  the  FROM 
clause contains the OWL class  of the organism of interest (Micropterus salmoides) to 
instantiate  the  first  query  line.  This  was  created  from  a  subset  of 
http://purl.org/obo/owl/NCBITaxon using OntoFox [28]

PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX sio: <http://semanticscience.org/resource/>
PREFIX aeso: 

<http://unbsj.biordf.net/fishtox/arrayexpress-sadi-service-ontology.owl#>
SELECT ?experiment_accession ?tissue_name ?platform_accession ?gene_id
FROM <http://unbsj.biordf.net/fishtox/large-mouth-bass-27706.owl>
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WHERE {
 ?organism_class aeso:has_instance ?organism_instance .
 ?organism_instance a ncbitaxon:NCBITaxon_27706 .
 ?organism_instance sio:SIO_000028 ?organism_part . 
  # (has part)
  ?organism_part sio:SIO_000231 ?experimental_process . 
  # (is input in)
 ?organism_part rdfs:label ?tissue_name .
  # (has value)
  ?experimental_process sio:SIO_000629 ?experimental_record . 
  # (is subject_of)
  ?experimental_record sio:SIO_000008 [sio:SIO_000300 ?experiment_accession] .
  # (has attribute, has value)
  ?experimental_record sio:SIO_000332 ?experimental_process .  
  # (is about)
  ?experimental_process sio:SIO_000132 ?array . 
  #(has participant)
  ?array sio:SIO_000629 ?array_platform_record . 
  # (is subject of)
  ?array_platform_record sio:SIO_000008 [sio:SIO_000300 ?platform_accession] . 
  # (has attribute, has value)
  ?array_platform_record sio:SIO_000332 ?array .
  # (is about)
  ?array sio:SIO_000028 [rdfs:label ?gene_id] .
  # (has part)
  FILTER regex(?tissue_name, "hypothalamus", "i")
}

The  query  was  submitted  to  the  SHARE  client  which  resolved  the  answer  by 
leveraging  5  SADI  Web Services  which  expose  relevant  ArrayExpress  data.   No 
understanding  of  the  ArrayExpress  semantic  idiosyncrasies  or  data  syntax  was 
required to formulate the query. SHARE identifies two microarray experiments which 
meet the requirements of this query. The RDF output from this query can be found at 
http://unbsj.biordf.net/fishtox/QueryIIIOutput.rdf.

4 Conclusions and further work

The aim of this fish toxicology use-case was to demonstrate how a moderate number 
of SADI Web Services can enable diverse and powerful queries using the SHARE 
client.  The services  described  exposed  information  from five  databases  and  three 
analytical  tools  in  a  semantically  rich  and  explicit  way.  They  provided  a  single 
access-point  for  an  ecotoxicologist  to  query  data,  and  a  unified  and  semantically 
consistent data representation. When using this framework, a ecotoxicologist would 
not  require  understanding  of  the  semantics  and  technicalities  of  the  underlying 
resources, in order to construct queries across databases and tools. We acknowledge 
that  designing  SPARQL  queries  may  be  beyond  the  reach  of  many  biologists. 
However,  the  graphical  workflow  and  query  tools,  Taverna  [27] and  Sentient 
Knowledge Explorer [32], have active SADI plug-ins under development, which may 
provide a solution to this interface deficiency.

In future work we will expand the SADI Web Services provided in this use-case to 
leverage experimental observations of gene expression. We will also provide services 
for common statistical methods, such as gene set enrichment analysis. In our specific 
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example with largemouth bass, this will enable queries such as “Which GO functions 
are significantly enriched in teleost fish in response to dieldrin treatment”. We also 
intend  to  develop  queries  which  leverage  some  of  the  many  public  SADI  Web 
Services, developed outside this project.
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Appendix 1. GO Molecular functions identified by SHARE for example query III. 
Red bordered concepts indicate annotations found for similar sequences.  
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Abstract. We present our ongoing development of a semantic infras-
tructure supporting biofuel research. Part of this effort is the automatic
curation of knowledge from the massive amount of information on fungal
enzymes that is available in genomics. Working closely with biologists
who manually curate the existing literature, we developed ontological
NLP pipelines, integrated through Web-based interfaces, to help them
in two main tasks: spending less time to mine the literature for facts,
while also being provided with richer and semantically linked information.
An ongoing challenge is to measure precisely how much the developed
semantic technologies benefit the end users and what their overall impact
on the quality of the curated data is. We present preliminary evaluation
results that show a significant reduction in manual curation time.

1 Introduction

Producing sustainable liquid fuels with low environmental impact is one of
the major technological challenges the world is facing today. Industrialized
and developing countries consider biofuels, fuels produced from biomass, as a
promising alternative to fossil based fuels. Extracting sugars from cellulose to
produce biofuels requires to break down cellulose by using specific molecules
called enzymes. Therefore, in the current race for replacing petroleum based fuels
with renewable biofuels, discovering the most efficient enzymes for the cellulose
degradation is a key challenge.

The largest knowledge source available to biofuel researchers is the PubMed
bibliographic database, containing more than 19 million citations from over 21,000
life science journals. PubMed is linked to other databases, like Entrez Genome,
which provides access to genomic sequences or BRENDA, The Comprehensive
Enzyme Information System [9], which is the main collection of enzyme functional

∗corresponding author
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Fig. 1. Domain Ontology: Organism and Enzyme Entities

data available to the scientific community. A biology researcher querying PubMed
using keywords collects an often long list of relevant papers. The way to analyze
this collection is reading all the abstracts and sometimes the full text papers:
this task is time consuming, difficult to handle and significant knowledge can be
easily missed.

To address this problem, Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Semantic
Web approaches are increasingly adopted in biomedical research [2, 10]. The
work-in-progress we present in this paper focuses on the automatic extraction of
knowledge from the massive amount of information on enzymes in fungi available
from genome research. Text mining systems, like the one we developed here, are
typically evaluated with intrinsic metrics, such as precision and recall. However,
while these metrics can give insight into the accuracy of a system, they do not
necessarily correspond to their extrinsic performance [1, 4]: How much does the
system actually improve the tasks performed by users? Thus, in this work we
are interested in also evaluating the impact of our semantic systems on the work
performed by our biologists and the quality of the curated data.

2 Project Context and System Architecture

Before we describe our overall architecture and the text mining pipelines, we
briefly introduce the user groups involved and the semantic entities we analyse.

User Groups. The identification and the development of effective fungal enzyme
cocktails are key elements of the biorefinery industry. In this context, the manual
curation of fungal genes provides the thorough knowledge required for guiding
research and experiments. The biology researchers involved in this curation are
filling the mycoCLAP database [8], which is a searchable database of fungal
genes encoding lignocellulose-active proteins that have been biochemically char-
acterized. The curators are therefore the first user group of our system. The
biology researchers who make decision about the experiments to conduct and
the experimenters executing them represent two further user groups. They are
mainly interested in the ability of combining multiple semantic queries to the
curated data, thereby integrating the various knowledge resources.
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Fig. 2. Integrating Semantic Support in Curation, Analysis, and Retrieval

Semantic Entities. The system we are developing has to support the manual
curation process; therefore, the semantic annotation types have been defined by
the curators according to the information they need to store in the mycoCLAP
database. Entities include information such as organisms, enzymes, assays, genes,
kinetic properties, reactions, substrates, and environmental conditions. To facil-
itate semantic discovery, linking and querying these concepts across literature
and databases, these entities are modeled in OWL ontologies, which are automat-
ically populated from documents. As an example, Fig. 1 shows two main entities
encoded in our ontology, organisms [13] and enzymes. The ontology is used both
during the text mining process and for querying the extracted information.

Semantic Resources. In terms of knowledge sources, the system relies on external
and internal processing resources and ontologies. The Taxonomy database [6]
from NCBI is used for initializing the NLP resources supporting the organ-
ism recognition. BRENDA [9] provides the enzyme knowledge along with the
UniProtKB/SwissProt [11]. References to the original sources are integrated
into the curated data. This facilitates semantic connections through standard
Linked Data techniques, e.g., from an organism mention in a research paper to
its corresponding entry in the NCBI Taxonomy database.

System Architecture. With the large number of different user groups and their
diverging requirements, as well as the existing and continuously updated project
infrastructure, we needed to find solutions for incrementally adding semantic
support without disrupting day-to-day work. Our solution deploys a loosely-
coupled, service-oriented architecture that provides semantic services through
existing and new clients. To connect these individual services and their results,
we rely on standard semantic data formats, like OWL and RDF, which provide
both loose coupling and semantic integration, as new data can be browsed and
queried as soon as it is added to the framework (Fig. 2).

NLP services are provided by the Semantic Assistants architecture [12], which
facilitates the publication of NLP pipelines through standard Web services with
WSDL descriptions. Users can access these Semantic Assistants services from
their desktop through client plug-ins for common tools, such as the Firefox Web
browser or the OpenOffice word processor.
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3 Text Mining Pipelines

Our text mining pipelines are based on the General Architecture for Text Engi-
neering (GATE) [5]. All documents first undergo basic preprocessing steps using
off-the-shelf components, such as tokenization, sentence splitting, and part-of-
speech tagging. Custom pipelines then extract the semantic entities mentioned
above and populate the OWL ontologies using the OwlExporter component. The
same pipeline can be run for automatic (batch) ontology population, embedded
in Teamware (described below) for manual annotation, or brokered to desktop
clients through Web services for literature mining and curation.

Organism Recognition. The organism tagging and extraction relies on external
resources that are automatically translated for reuse in our system, thereby
providing users with the ability to update their installation when the NCBI
Taxonomy database changes. Additionally, a custom built organism ontology,
presented in Fig. 1, formally describes the linguistic structure of organism entities
at different levels of the taxonomic hierarchy [13]. The GATE pipeline consists of
modules for organism entity detection based on pattern matching to the NCBI
reference taxonomy, providing scientific names and the NCBI Taxonomy Identifier.
Strain mentions are extracted using a specific text tokenization and a machine
learning based approach.

Enzyme Recognition. Despite the standards published by the Enzyme Com-
mission [7], enzymes are often described by the authors under various formats.
An enzyme-specific text tokenization, along with grammar rules written in the
JAPE language, analyses tokens with the -ase enzyme suffix. Then, the enzyme
entity recognition relies on automatically extracted knowledge from the BRENDA
database. A pattern matching approach provides enzyme name identification.
The detected enzyme mentions are associated with their EC number, their Recom-
mended Name, their Systematic Name and their URL on the BRENDA website.

Temperature and pH Facts. Temperature and pH mentions are involved in
several biological facts, like the temperature and pH dependence/stability or
the description of the activity and kinetic assay conditions. Our GATE pipeline
contains PRs based on JAPE rules and gazetteer lists of specific vocabulary that
enable the detection of these key mentions at the sentence level.

4 Intrinsic and Extrinsic Evaluation

As explained above, text mining systems require an evaluation showing their
efficiency and effectiveness, both intrinsically and from an end user’s point of
view. In this section, we first discuss the development of the gold standard corpus
and present preliminary evaluation results of our system.

4.1 The Manual Annotation Process

For the intrinsic evaluation, we are building a gold standard corpus of freely acces-
sible full-text articles by manually annotating them using GATE Teamware [3], a
Web-based management platform for collaborative annotation and curation. The
annotation team is composed of four biology researchers. The researcher in charge
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of the curation task and an annotator having a strong background in fungus
literature curation are considered as expert annotators. Their inter-annotator
agreement is over 80%, hence their annotation sets are always defined as the
most reliable sets during the adjudication process. The corpus is composed of
ten papers related to a class of enzymes. Glycoside hydrolase papers and lipase
papers each represent 40% of the articles, whereas 20% are related to peroxidases.

4.2 Intrinsic Evaluation: Precision and Recall

The correctness of our text mining pipelines is evaluated in terms of precision,
recall and F-measure. The reference is provided by the manually annotated (gold
standard) corpus. The preliminary results on the four most common entities
(Enzyme, Organism, pH and Temperature) are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Text Mining Pipelines: Precision, Recall and F-measure

Strict (overlaps discarded) Lenient (overlaps included)
Recall Precision F-m Recall Precision F-m

Enzyme 0.64 0.55 0.59 0.78 0.67 0.72
Organism 0.84 0.81 0.82 0.88 0.83 0.85
pH 0.74 0.76 0.75 0.95 0.99 0.97
Temperature 0.64 0.67 0.65 0.90 0.93 0.91

4.3 Extrinsic Evaluation: Literature Mining and Annotation

The impact of the system on the curation and annotation tasks is evaluated in
terms of required time (range and average) per paper and measured in minutes.

Paper selection. Since the beginning of the curation task, approximately 1000
papers have been examined. The time needed to examine an unannotated full
paper and to make a decision about its selection for curation, without any
semantic support, previously ranged from 2 to 3 minutes. With added support
through the text mining services, the required time decreased to 1–2 minutes.

Paper curation. Among the 1000 examined papers, around 600 were already
selected for curation. The time needed to curate an unannotated full paper, i.e.,
extracting salient facts for entry into the mycoCLAP database, ranged from 30 to
45 minutes for the fully manual workflow. With added semantic support through
the text mining pipelines, the required time decreased to 20–30 minutes.

Paper annotation. For full paper annotation, we investigated the impact of
different levels of semantic support on the time required to add annotations
(Table 2). All sets have been manually annotated by four annotators. The 4
papers of the first set (SET 1) were annotated without any semantic support.
The second set (SET 2) is composed of 3 papers, which have been pre-annotated
by a degraded version of the system, using only generic tools, such as simple
gazetteering list, resulting in lower precision and recall. The third set (SET
3) contains 3 papers, pre-annotated using the complete text mining pipelines,
including the specialized tools and external resources as described above.

From the preliminary results, we can conclude that (1) there is a significant
reduction of the average time required for paper selection, curation and annotation
and (2) the level of support has a measurable impact as well.
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Table 2. Average annotation time per paper with different levels of semantic support

set and level of semantic support available tags t̄ (min)
SET 1 (no semantic support) ∅ 90
SET 2 (partial semantic support) enzyme, organism, pH, temperature 65
SET 3 (full semantic support) enzyme, organism, pH, temperature 56

5 Conclusions

We presented our ongoing development of a semantic infrastructure for enzyme
data management. In the context of biofuel research, our system targets the
automatic extraction of knowledge on fungal enzymes from genome research
literature. Preliminary experiments show that semantic support allows for a
significant decrease in manual curation time. However, future work is needed to
evaluate the impact of such a system on the quality of the curated data.

Acknowledgments. Funding for this work was provided by Genome Canada
and Génome Québec.
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Abstract. Many developers of biomedical knowledge bases typically validate 
and update formalized knowledge based on reviews of full-text scientific 
articles, but finding text relevant to domain concepts can be tedious and prone 
to errors. Prior methods have automated this process by matching term-based 
patterns within a single sentence. In our work developing a knowledge base of 
autism phenotypes, specified using Semantic Web standards, we are interested 
in finding multi-sentence sections of text that contains complex phenotype 
definitions.  In this paper, we present a text-mining method that incorporates 
both ontology- and rule-based semantics to determine which section is relevant. 
We evaluated our method in undertaking text extraction for the set of full-text 
articles used to create the knowledge base. We show that our method has higher 
precision and recall than a term-based approach in identifying definitions that 
contain complex patterns and occur across sentence boundaries. 

Keywords: Information Extraction, Text Analysis, Semantic Web, 
Ontology, Rules Base, OWL, SWRL 

1   Introduction 

Biomedical knowledge resources, such as terminologies and ontologies, are important 
for community-based annotation and sharing of data. Creating and maintaining these 
resources is challenging given the rapid growth of scientific knowledge. Generally, 
scientists, annotators and developers try to keep up by using search engines that find 
publications relevant to given concepts in the knowledge resource. However, users 
still need to review the publications and find sections within the documents that relate 
to the concept being searched. One solution to this challenge is to automatically 
identify the relevant parts of a full-text document. Prior methods, such as Textpresso 
[1], have focused on finding individual sentences that match the terms of biomedical 
concepts and of properties that connect concepts. Such approaches do not find 
sections of an article—including multiple sentences—that are semantically and 
implicitly relevant to the definition of a concept. In our work, we present a novel text 
mining method that retrieves the most semantically informative text in a document 
using definitions of concepts modeled as rules in a domain ontology, and we compare 
the precision and recall of our method against a term-based approach. 
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Our work is motivated by the needs of developers of an ontology of autism 
phenotypes [2, 3]. As part of these efforts, experts want to easily find text within a 
publication that relates to the definition of a phenotype concept, both to find new 
definitions of that concept and to annotate the document section as the relevant text to 
the concept. For example, in a paper on autism genetics, Hus et al. [4] define Savant-
positive and Savant-negative phenotype concepts as: 

The Savant Skills Factor was based on … current and ever scores of four ADI-R 
items: visuospatial ability, memory skill, musical ability, and computational 
ability. Item scores were summed and divided by total number of items to 
generate a score between 0 and 1. … Participants were then divided into two 
groups: Savant-positive and Savant-negative … . 

The autism ontology uses the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [5] to model concepts 
and hierarchical relationships and the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [6] to 
define phenotype concepts as value restrictions on data collected through standardized 
instruments, such as the Autism Diagnostic Instrument-Revised (ADI-R).   

2   Related Work 

Finding text relevant to a search term is undertaken by some web search engines, 
which provides a few lines of site description or snippet for a search result to indicate 
the relevance of a web page to the search query. Google, for example, uses the 
description provided by meta tags, references to the web pages, Open Directory [7], 
and the text around the query keywords on web pages to provide informative search 
result descriptions [8]. We argue that structured domain knowledge can be used to 
enhance the relevance of snippets to the queries as well and provide the most 
semantically relevant parts of web page contents in result snippets.  

Another related work in this field is question-answering systems, which return a 
part of a text from a corpus as the answer to a specified question. These techniques 
rank the snippets from the relevant documents by criteria such as: containing expected 
types of named entities, the percentage of overlap with question terms, containing 
lexical patterns, and using information from lexicon dictionaries [9-11]. Other work 
has tried to retrieve descriptive phrases from free text by using pattern matching, 
word counting, and sentence location without using domain knowledge [12]. In our 
work, we address the broader problem of extracting text that is semantically relevant 
to domain concepts.  Our approach leverages the structured and axiomatic forms of 
knowledge in ontologies and rules, which contain richer semantic relationships than 
lexical databases. 

3   METHODS 

In our work, we find the most relevant parts of science publications to domain 
concepts using existing OWL ontologies and SWRL rules.  As noted, both provide 
formal definitions of domain concepts and their relationships to other concepts.  
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3.1   Semantic Concept Modeling 

As the first step, we need a formal representation of domain concepts. In this work, 
we use vector space modeling, a common method in the web search engines for 
indexing web pages [13], and a structured knowledgebase as a basis of the concept 
modeling. The concepts in the knowledgebase may be formally defined in logical 
form of SWRL rules and saved as a part of an OWL ontology, as in the case of the 
autism ontology. We thus consider rules’ components as relevant concepts and 
incorporate them in our modeling for better presentation of the main concept. 
Therefore, we have one dimension for each ontology class and property mentioned in 
the rule as relevant concepts. 

Besides the classes and properties that are mentioned in the rule, we use ontology 
hierarchies to extract more related concepts and incorporate them in the concept 
presentation. We consider the parents and grandparents of the main concept and its 
related concepts extracted from the corresponding rule as potential related concepts 
that can strengthen our concept vector modeling. However, the relevance of these 
concepts from the ontology hierarchy decreases by their distance from the main 
concept in the hierarchy graph. Therefore, we weight these related terms in the vector 
presentation less than the main class and the related concepts explicitly mentioned in 
the rule that defines the concepts.  As a heuristic choice to capture these differences, 
we count the frequencies of the parent classes or properties as half of the actual 
frequencies, and the frequencies of grandparent classes or properties as one-quarter of 
the actual frequencies. 

3.2   Relevant Text Finding 

After we model the concept, we go through a publication to find the most relevant 
parts of the text for a particular concept. As the first step, we look at the vector 
representation of the concept and found all the terms associated with that concept as 
the concept terms. Concept terms are the terms that have weights greater than zero in 
the concept vector presentation. We then go through the publication and mark all the 
occurrence of the concept terms in the text. We cover occurrences of different forms 
of a concept terms by applying, Porter stemming algorithm, a common stemming 
method for English terms [14], on both concept terms and publication terms. 

Given the occurrences of concept terms in a publication, we treat them as 
indicators of relevant parts of the text and use single linkage hierarchal clustering to 
find the candidates for the most relevant parts of the publication. The average 
sentence length in our corpus is 20 words. In the single linkage clustering we use 30 
words as a heuristic threshold and in every step we merge the closest clusters that are 
separated by less than 30 words. Thus, we ensure that a continuous section of text 
without any concept term is limited to a few sentences and the whole cluster is 
continuously correlated to the concept. We consider these clusters as the candidates 
for the most relevant parts of the text.  
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3.3   Text Modeling and Correlation Computation 

In this work, our goal is to quantify the relevance between concepts and pieces of text. 
Therefore, we need a mathematical modeling of texts. We use vector space modeling 
again to provide a common basis for comparison. Vector space modeling for 
documents’ text is based on term frequencies. To model a part of a text as a vector, 
we first remove the stop words, the most common English words that are not 
informative about the context. We use a common list of stop words in English [15]. 
Then we apply Porter stemming algorithm to replace different derivations of a word 
with their root. Then we build a vector with one dimension for each term in the text 
and assign the frequency of that term in the text as the value of that dimension in the 
vector.  

After we present both text words and domain concepts as vectors, we need to 
compute the correlations between them in order to find the most relevant parts of a 
publication for a concept. To do that, we use cosine similarity as the measure of 
correlation between texts and concepts. The cosine similarity for two vectors is the 
cosine of the angle between them. Similarity values range from 0 for orthogonal 
vectors to 1 for parallel vectors. 

3.4   Evaluation Strategy 

In this work, we applied our method on the autism phenotype ontology and the papers 
used to derive those concepts as mentioned in Section 1. We examined only the top 
five most relevant parts of the publication for each concept and had an autism 
ontology expert review these text sections to determine the efficacy and accuracy of 
whether each section was related or not to the definition of the concept. To investigate 
the significance of using ontological hierarchies and rule bases, we compared our 
method to a baseline, which is a term-only method. The baseline method is a variation 
of our method that only uses the terms in the semantic concept-modeling step. That is, 
our baseline approach does not include concepts from the ontology or rules that are 
related to the term. To eliminate bias in the assessment of the performance of the two 
approaches, the expert was blind to which method produced the extracted text. 

4   Results 

The autism ontology contains 1726 classes and properties, and it includes 156 
SWRL rules that correspond to 145 phenotype definitions. The ontology and rules 
were based on a review of 26 publications that had been undertaken by one of the 
authors (AKD) and other domain experts in autism [3]. For this study, we selected 49 
domain concepts that had rules using multiple criteria to define a phenotype (such as 
the example concept of Savant positive given in Section 1). We excluded phenotype 
definitions where the concept directly corresponded to the value of a single item on a 
clinical assessment.  We applied both our ontology-based text extraction method and 
the term only method on each of the 49 concepts, and we returned the top 5 most 
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relevant parts of the publication for review by the domain expert. Altogether 338 
sections of text were reviewed and evaluated by the autism ontology expert as to 
whether they were relevant to the corresponding phenotype concept. Table 1 shows 
the precision of our ontology-based method and the concept-based method—that is, 
the percentage of returned sections that refer to the concepts.  

Table 1.  The precision of the term- and ontology-based methods in finding texts relevant to 
phenotype definitions  

Method Precision (%) 
Term based  68 % 
Ontology based  76 % 

 
In our evaluation strategy, we knew that every concept had been defined in the 

corresponding publication. For further investigation of the relevance strength in our 
results, we asked the reviewer to identify which of the five most relevant parts of the 
publications for a concept contained a clear definition. We used this to calculate the 
recall for each method, which is the percentage of concepts that their definitions were 
found. Table 2 shows the recall of the concept- and ontology-based methods in 
finding the definitions of the concepts in the corresponding publication text. 

Table 2.  The recall of the term- and ontology-based methods in identifying phenotype 
definitions in the publication text  

Method Recall (%) 
Term based  39 % 
Ontology based  69 % 

5   Discussion 

In this paper, we present a novel method to find parts of text in scientific publications 
that relate to definitions of biomedical concepts. In comparison to methods that do 
term matching to find individual sentences that contain a single concept or pairwise 
sets of concepts, our ontology-based approach addresses the challenge of finding a 
concept definition that occurs across multiple sentences or that is semantically similar 
to predefined concepts. Our approach was particularly driven by the need to identify 
text related to complex domain concepts like autism phenotypes, in which use 
different terms and terminologies refer to similar concepts. Our evaluation shows that 
ontology hierarchies and rules have a large impact on identifying the relevant parts of 
the text. This is because of the informative nature of ontological hierarchies and the 
inter-relationship of concepts maintained in rule bases.  

As future work, we are planning to improve upon our method by using the text’s 
syntactic structures through constituent and dependency parsing methods. The 
syntactic and dependency information can be used in the text modeling to improve the 
concept relevance detection. Also, we will consider further addition of name entity 
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recognition methods, which can extract the information about the biomedical concepts 
outside of the ontologies in texts. We are planning to use this information to develop a 
richer presentation of text and find relationships between the publication text and the 
queried biomedical concept. 
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Abstract. We describe our ongoing work on using social media as a platform 
for citizen science. Building on our previous work of facilitating citizen science 
observations, and using RDF to integrate them with existing biodiversity 
knowledge, we are currently building Facebook Apps that will enable the re-
porting of observations, as well as the browsing and tagging of existing obser-
vations. The tagging capability serves two main purposes. First, it permits (and, 
we hope, encourages) multi-stage crowdsourcing for image identification. Se-
cond, it serves as a driver of ontology evolution, and permits experiments on 
potential working relationships between expert-engineered ontologies, and tag-
based folksonomies. 

Keywords: Semantic Web, Social computing, Biodiversity informatics, Citizen 
science, Collaborative ontology development 

1   Introduction 

Species’ geographic distributions and phenology (the timing of life cycle events) are 
changing rapidly in response to climate change, new pathways of migration, and other 
factors. Observations by amateurs are often crucial in understanding this response. 
Our previous work [1] investigated social computing mechanisms for publishing  
citizen science data on the semantic web, where it can be integrated with other 
sources of biodiversity and biocomplextity data (e.g., range maps, food webs, evolu-
tionary and taxonomic trees; conservation and invasiveness status, etc.) already ex-
posed as RDF. The system concept we envision is a "global human sensor net" – a 
data stream that can be mined for species of interest (e.g., invasive, threatened, etc.) 
and anomalies (e.g., species out of their known range.); and which supports drilling 
down on observations to see what relevant related data (e.g., genomic, behavioral, 
etc.) already exists in our knowledge base or on the Semantic Web.  

We are currently building Facebook Apps that will enable the reporting of observa-
tions, as well as the browsing and tagging of existing observations. The tagging capa-
bility serves two main purposes. First, it permits (and, we hope, encourages) multi-
stage crowdsourcing for image identification. Second, it serves as a driver of ontology 
evolution, and permits experiments on potential working relationships between ex-
pert-engineered ontologies, and tag-based folksonomies.  

The motivation behind using Facebook as the platform is to expose observing and 
tagging activity in users’ news feeds, thus facilitating conversation around observa-
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tional events. Observations and their tags are stored in Google Fusion Tables, which, 
in turn, are used to drive RDF representations. There is some contention over what 
RDF representations of ecological observations, and the ontologies behind them, 
should look like, and one of our desired and expected contributions are RDF represen-
tations of biodiversity data demonstrated to satisfy typical citizen science use cases. 
Thus, although our Facebook app is itself small in conceptual scope, it serves as a 
microcosm for a number of design decisions facing the semantic web for biodiversity 
informatics.  

2   Related Work 

2.1   Ontologies for Biodiversity 

Occurrence Data 
The central unit of biodiversity informatics is the occurrence, the observed presence 
of an organism at a particular place and time. Chapman [2] provides an excellent 
overview of the uses of primary biodiversity (i.e. occurrence data), include building 
range maps, niche modeling, and gap analysis. The exchange standard for biodiversity 
occurrence data is Darwin Core, a collection of several hundred terms for describing 
properties of an occurrence. An important aspect of Darwin Core is that it does not 
distinguish between data and metadata, so identifiedBy, scientificNameID, ver-
batimCoordinates, and eventTime are all simply properties of the occurrence. There 
are no mandatory fields. 

The  TDWG 2010 Annual Meeting in Woods Hole sponsored a day-long bioblitz 
with the  aims of demonstrating TDWG standards in action, and evaluating their po-
tential for uptake and use in real world, citizen science events to serve as a testbed for 
experiments in social and semantic computing for citizen science. After the bioblitz, a 
number of long discussions broke out on the tdwg-content regarding the appropriate 
direction for Darwin Core and related standards [3]. These included questions of nor-
malization, dealing with multiple identifications (both competing and reinforcing), 
dealing with introduced and cultivated species, GUIDs for taxon concepts, and the 
meaning of “occurrence”. No consensus has been reached, and there are two fairly 
well developed approaches on the table that we are aware of: that of deVries [4]; and  
that of Baskauf/Webb [5]. In addition, there is our own representation, which we used 
to represent the bioblitz data [6]; this serves more to explore the limits of what is 
possible with a casual approach to knowledge representation, than it seeks to compete 
with the other two, more principled, approaches, as a possible standard. 

Observational Data 
We are often interested in knowing more than whether or not a species is present at a 
location. We may want to know quantitative measurements of physical charecteris-
tics, or qualitative descriptions of phenophase, or descriptions of ecological interac-
tions. Biologists’ field note books are notoriously idiosyncratic, and there are a num-
ber of proposed models, and, more recently, ontologies, that have been proposed to 
accommodate the full diversity of observational practice.  These include OBOE (the 
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Extensible Observation Ontology), Prometheus, Delta, and EQ (the Entity-Quaality 
Model), all of which decompose the observational process in slightly different ways.  

2.3  Collaborative Ontology Engineering 

Web 2.0 was interpreted in a number of ways, in regards its relationship to the seman-
tic web. For much of 2005 and 2006, it was in vogue to refer to Web 2.0 as the lower-
case semantic web. This term conflated a number of things: the success of free-
tagging to attach keywords to non-text objects; the folksonomies that resulted from 
said tagging; the embedding of semantics within HTML; and the notion that seman-
tics is best built from the bottom up, rather from the top down.  

Almost immediately, upper case Semantic Web researchers sought ways to harness 
the obvious power of socially created semantics to drive the “real” semantic web. 
Conceptually, we can divide the resulting collaborative knowledge engineering efforts 
into two categories: those in which the participants know that they are collaboratively 
building ontologies, and those in which the the ontologies (or other KR artifacts) 
emerge from the behaviour of users seemingly engaged in other, non-KR, activities. A 
large literature exists in both areas, and Angeletou et al. [7] provide a useful guide. 
Here, we describe only the work most relevant to our own.  

Deliberate KR 
Siorpaes and Hepp [8] describe a wiki-based approach to marrying ontology engineer-
ing and collective intelligence. They contrast engineering-oriented ontology design 
(by far the dominant paradigm) with a community-oriented approach, and motivate 
the need for the latter by listing three main advantages: inefficiency of the engineering 
oriented approach at keeping up with changing conceptual dynamics; distribution of 
the KR burden; and higher likelihood of community buy in.  

KR as an artifact of user behaviour  
Passant describes a system [9], in which tags are associated to concepts in an ontolo-
gy. If a tag can't be mapped into the ontology, the knowledge engineer takes this as a 
clue that the ontology needs revision. Thus the traditional domain expert/knowledge 
engineer partnership is preserved, but with the domain expert role being replaced by 
the collective wisdom of the community. Passant's focus was information retrieval, 
where the only reasoning is using subsumption hierarchies to expand the scope of a 
query, but the principle should apply to other reasoning tasks as well. 

Pitts [10] noted that tagging appears to have hit an innovation plateau because it is 
difficult for users to add more than shallow, impressionistic meaning to a subject, and 
worked on two projects, Memecat and Listgasm, to encourage meaningful tagging. In 
order to add the third "predicate" dimension to the tagging of a subject, he provided 
cues as to what the tagging context is when a user enters tags.  
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3  Facebook as a Platform for Citizen Science 

Facebook may be an excellent platform for citizen science. Incorporating observa-
tional events in a user’s news feed serves to expose the event to many potentially 
interested parties, fosters discussion around the event, and promotes discovery of the 
reporting tool, thereby resulting in more observations. We describe two apps that we 
are currently developing. One, iDentify, enables multi-stage crowdsourcing of imag-
es. The other, iPhenology, enables the reporting of phonological observations. Both 
apps result in data being published in RDF, and provide us the opportunity to experi-
ment with RDF design patterns for representing biodiversity information.  Using tag 
clouds to annotate the images also enables us to experiment with relating folk-
sonomies and ontologies.  

3.1 iDentify 

After the bioblitz held at TDWG 2010, we had several hundred unidentified photos. 
To address this, a webpage (the Taxonomizer) was set up which presented users with 
an unidentified image, and requested classification. But this resulted in very few new 
identifications. Two issues with Taxonomizer were i) no one knew about it; and ii) 
potential users had to sit through many images that they did not recognize before 
coming to images that they did. iDentify addresses this by allowing identification to 
occur in stages. If an image is tagged “butterfly”, for example, the butterfly experts 
can look at it to classify it further. Experts can learn about the image either by seeing 
a post on their wall that says "Your friend has just tagged XYZ 'butterfly'", or by 
adjusting their settings to show only pictures tagged butterfly. 

3.2   iPhenology 

Phenology is the study of the timing of life cycle events. For plants, these include first 
flower, first leaf, leaf senescence, etc. For animals, these include nest building, mat-
ing, migration, food gathering, etc. Two major citizen science initiatives in the U.S. 
capture phonological data: the National Phenology Network, and Project BudBurst. 
They each provide a controlled vocabulary for describing phenological events. A few 
things worth mentioning are: i) these two vocabularies use identical terms to mean 
slightly different things; ii) each vocabulary uses terms not in the other; iii) the NPN 
vocabulary was revised in the Spring of 2011, illustrating that it is still in flux. In 
addition to the evolving “standard” phenophase vocabularies, there is rich scope for 
unexpected, unconventional phenophase description. For example, there is growing 
interest in tapping into aboriginal knowledge to understand the Boreal Forest’s re-
sponse to climate change, and aboriginal terminology is likely to differ considerably 
from the terms already defined. Thus the iPhenology app we are developing seeds a 
tag cloud with terms from these vocabularies, prompts users to select terms from the 
cloud, and also to free tag where appropriate.  
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  4 Representing the Data in RDF 

Darwin Core 
One hypothesis is that ontologies for the artifacts of human behaviour should be less 
constrained than ontologies for the natural world. So, in representing Darwin Core in 
RDF, we are not concerned with relating the concepts of occurrence, event, location, 
specimen, etc., through the use of intricate collections of is_a, has_a, and part_of, 
relations; and heavy use of domain and range constraints, and functional and inverse 
functional properties. Rather, we see the appropriate place for such ontologies as 
being the controlled vocabularies that are used as the objects of Darwin Core (DwC) 
predicates, (rather than for relating DwC predicates themselves). In other words, we 
see more value in using ontologies to model biodiversity (“tree has_part fruit”, “green 
is_a colour”, “human is_a ape”, etc.), than in using them to model biodiversity infor-
matics “observation has_part individual”, “individual has_part taxon concept”, etc.). 
Therefore, rather than defining an occurrence semantically - for example as the inter-
section of an event, an individual organism, and an observer - we consider it purely 
syntactically, as a tuple of time, location, and individual, together with some optional 
properties.  

Flat vs. Hierarchical Ontologies 
The notion persists that anything flat is not a “real” ontology, or somehow not seman-
tic. But semantics accrue via human agreement, and do not depend on the topology of 
the representation. Consider, for example, the following two representations of an 
occurrence. In the first, scientificName is a property of Occurrence, while in the se-
cond it is a property of Identification, which is itself a property of Individual, with 
Individual being a property of Occurrence.   

 
<Occurrence> 

<scientificName>mus musculus</scientificName> 
<individualID>145</individualID> 

<Occurrence> 
 
vs. 

<Occurrence> 
<hasIndividual rdf:resource="http://myMuseum.org/specimens?id-145"> / 

</Occurrence> 
 

<Individual rdf:about="http://myMuseum.org/specimens?id-145"> 
<hasIdentification 

rdf:about="http://myMuseum.org/identifications?id=CD/> 
</Identification> 

 
<Identification rdf:about="http://myMuseum.org/identifications?id=CD"> 

<scientificName>mus musculus</scientificName> 
</Identification> 

 
The semantics of the above are the same, namely: “There's a thing in the museum 

that someone thinks is a mouse.” We know that, in a sense, semantics transcends 
worldviews; otherwise people would never understand each other. Often, with no loss 
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of semantics, the model can be left out of the representation; data can be represented 
simply as a series of key-value pairs, and then the consumers can ingest the data into 
their own models.  

For representing phenophases, we forgo (for now) the observational ontologies 
mentioned in Section 2, and instead make use of two terms from the Darwin Core 
measurement class: measurementType, and measurementValue. This allows us to 
embed the phenophase observation within a Darwin Core occurrence record as, e.g. 
DwC:measurementType phenophase 
DwC:meaurementValue first_flower 

To the extent possible, we represent competency questions as sparql queries (see, 
e.g., 11), and use these to evaluate our approach. 

5 Conclusions 

Our current development effort is aimed at answering three questions: Can appropri-
ate tag-cloud interfaces serve as feedback mechanisms for ontologies, and be used to 
propose new terms?; Can simple RDF representations of biodiversity data support 
citizen science use cases?; and Is Facebook a good platform for citizen science? We 
invite comments on our approach, suggestions for further use cases.  
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Abstract. Despite a number of approaches to ontology learning in the last dec-

ade, there are still a number of challenges that need to be tackled by the re-

search community. This paper describes some of these challenges and sketches 

some ideas that might be beneficial for solving them. 
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1 Introduction 

Ontologies are a fundamental knowledge representation structure in modern Artificial 

Intelligence. They are also an essential component of the Semantic Web, which uses 

domain ontologies to conceptualize a domain through the definition of concepts, rela-

tionships, axioms and rules. However, this heavy reliance of the Semantic Web on 

domain ontologies also hinders its development, as building and maintaining domain 

ontologies is a highly error-prone and time-consuming process. Not only does the 

Semantic Web require domain ontologies, but it also requires semantic markup of 

Web content once domain ontologies are available, which is again a tedious and non-

scalable task if it is done manually. To alleviate this bottleneck, the Semantic Web 

community has been investigating for more than a decade how to automatize ontology 

building and maintenance through ontology learning. Various ontology learning sys-

tems like Text-To-Onto [4], Text2Onto [7], Ontolearn [3], OntoGen [5], Abraxas [8], 

Texcomon [2] and OntoCmaps [1] have been proposed. In general, these tools extract 

ontological structures from text corpora.  

This paper aims at identifying the challenges facing the ontology learning tools, 

and opens some questions on the way these challenges might be solved. 

2 What is ontology learning? 

It is now widely accepted in the community that ontology learning refers to learning 

its constitutive components in OWL1: concepts (classes), taxonomy, conceptual rela-

tionships (OWL Object Property), attributes (OWL Data Type Property), axioms (De-

                                                           
1 Web Ontology Language 
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fined classes) and axiom schemata (disjointness, functional properties, transitive 

properties, etc.). However, one can notice that the majority of the approaches focus on 

concept and taxonomy learning [4, 7], with very few attempts to develop the other 

levels [1, 17]. Through our research, exploration of literature and interaction with dif-

ferent end-users, we have identified a number of issues that are, to our opinion, not 

satisfactorily resolved or dealt with in the research community. 

3 Text Understanding 

The issue of text understanding refers to the ambiguity and complexity of natural lan-

guage and raises the question of the availability of NLP tools able to deal with this 

complexity. In fact, there has been considerable progress these last few years in com-

putational syntax and semantics with the development of robust statistical syntactic 

parsers and wide-coverage semantic parsers [13]. These advances will certainly facili-

tate the understanding of texts but it still remains true that current knowledge extrac-

tion techniques are fragmentary and generally work at the sentence-level. Building 

wide-coverage semantic parsers would mean a broader perspective at the discourse 

level with the incorporation of techniques such as anaphora resolution and discourse 

representation structures [15]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no on-

tology learning tool which currently adopts this approach due to the complexity of the 

task. In fact, ontology learning tools generally rely on shallow NLP techniques and 

statistical methods [7]. Moreover, even with the progress in NLP-based tools for syn-

tactic and semantic analysis, one should expect that extending the coverage of the ex-

traction would also result in more noisy results. Dealing with this noise is another is-

sue that we address in Section 6. Finally, semantic analysis, as practiced by the com-

putational semantic community, adopts formal representations that can take the form 

of very detailed logical expressions. However, as stated by [12], purely logical ap-

proaches produce representations that are not yet robust enough to handle real text 

corpora. From another perspective, since current works on ontology learning rely 

mainly on shallower NLP or statistical methods, they fail to handle semantic phenom-

ena such as negation and quantification and thus are unable to produce rich conceptu-

al relations and axioms. To overcome these shortcomings, we advocate an approach 

to semantic analysis which takes a middle stance between such formal approaches and 

shallower approaches. 

4 Knowledge Extraction 

As previously said, the field of ontology learning theoretically covers the extraction of 

a number of ontological layers in increasing order of complexity. In reality, due to 

their reliance on shallow NLP methods, the majority of the approaches only covers 

the extraction of concepts and taxonomies, and generally fails to address the more 

complex-levels. Thus, the implementation of deeper NLP methods is a must [16]. In 

particular, conceptual relationships and axiom extraction seem to be lacking in the 

state-of-the-art, with the exception of very few works [1, 17]. In the best case, most of 
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the available NLP approaches to ontology learning are based on regular expressions. 

One disadvantage of regular expressions is that they might not discover long-distance 

dependencies, or they might fail to appropriately extract the right knowledge from 

complex structures. In our previous work [1, 2], we have proposed patterns based on 

dependency grammars with a syntactic-semantic interface that transforms a syntactic 

representation into a “semantic” one. However, similarly to the majority of ontology 

learning approaches which rely on a fixed number of regular expressions, our pattern 

knowledge base was created manually, which limits its coverage. Implementing au-

tomatic methods for pattern learning is one challenge that should be tackled by the 

ontology learning community, with pattern weighting schemes that indicate the confi-

dence or reliability of each discovered pattern. Moreover, such a learning method 

would provide also a way to learn domain-dependent patterns as well. In fact, this re-

search is important in order to evaluate how far we can go with the domain independ-

ence paradigm, but we are also fully aware that we might hit a limit at some point. 

Defining this limit would be of interest to the research community and would define a 

clear-cut architecture with some domain-independent and domain-dependent layers.  

Besides pure knowledge extraction issues, it is also of tremendous importance to 

start considering how ontology learning can effectively help domain experts in their 

work (e.g., biological data curators) [19]. In fact, current prototypes do not really al-

low for much interaction with the expert. Given that ontologies are a way to formalize 

expert knowledge, and that some fields rely heavily on very large ontologies (e.g., bi-

omedicine), there is a need to develop an ontology learning platform which would 

suggest not only new concepts and relationships to the expert, but would suggest also 

appropriate resources (definitions, web pages, and papers) related to a given ontologi-

cal item, and would exhibit active learning capabilities by considering expert input.2 

5 Ontological Structures Labeling 

As ontological structures are learned from texts, ontology learning often takes the 

form of learning linguistic or lexical items. This approach is motivated by the fact that 

domain ontologies often represent an interface between human and machines rather 

than purely logical machine-readable metadata. However, this lexical-based approach 

might also lead to some problems. Firstly, some domains such as the biomedical field 

have evolving terminologies (e.g. known genes can be renamed) [18]. Maintaining 

lexical ontologies in this case seems to be a huge hurdle for the domain expert. Sec-

ondly, this creates the problem of the effective label to be associated to the ontologi-

cal item (e.g. stem, lemma). In the case of relationships, this problem is even harder to 

solve: which lemma can we assign for example to the relationship X can be described 

with Y? If we choose “describe”, then what is the conceptual difference with the rela-

tionship X describes Y?  

In general, an ontological element (class, relationship) is conceptually separate 

from its labels, which can take various forms from a language to another (Semantic 

Web (en), Web sémantique (fr)) and even from a domain to another. However, to 

                                                           
2 Many thanks to Prof. Melissa Haendle and Prof. Carlo Torniai of Oregon Health Sciences 

University for fruitful discussions on the needs of the biomedical community. 
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keep this notion of interface between human and machines and facilitate the ontology 

reading for a domain expert, there is a need to identify naming conventions and stand-

ard annotations for ontological items to increase their recognition-velocity, i.e. the 

ability to quickly grasp the meaning of a term via its name, for domain experts [14] 

but also for machines. In [14], a set of annotations associated to each ontological ele-

ment is proposed such as “Display name” (the name appearing in the ontology struc-

ture) or “lexical variant”. A similar standard nomenclature would allow a certain con-

sistency in the output of ontology learning tools. In our opinion, the “Display name” 

should not be related to the label contrary to what is being currently done by all on-

tology learning tools but should be a semantic free identifier with a set of semantic 

annotations. This would help the management and evolution of ontologies. 

6 Ontological Structures Filtering 

As we already mentioned, ontology learning extracts lexical items from texts. The 

question is how to identify important lexical items that should be promoted as onto-

logical structures in the domain ontology. This also raises the issue of the nature of a 

concept, which is here considered as a relevant/important term. For example, while 

building an ontology about SCORM, an eLearning standard, the term “SCORM” is 

certainly relevant. However, it does not admit an instance as there is no object that 

could be of type “SCORM”. Nevertheless, this term will be a candidate class in the 

majority of ontology learning systems, and this is also the approach adopted in our 

own work [1, 2]. Generally, a concept is considered as a nominal expression (includ-

ing multi-word expressions) that is relevant to a domain. However this widely adopt-

ed definition also raises questions. For example, given the following expressions, one 

can wonder if they are acceptable in a domain ontology: XML representation of con-

tent organization (yes), Aggregation of content object (may be?) and Educational use 

of SCORM content model component (may be?). As it can be seen, it is not always 

easy to differentiate what is a relevant expression (concept) and what is not. 

Besides this question on the nature of concepts, there is also the notion of the sta-

tistical ranking or importance of knowledge items. In general, some ontology learning 

tools such as OntoGen [5] do not assign any explicit score to the extracted knowledge 

items while others, such as Text2Onto [7], allocate some score to the extracted 

knowledge using traditional metrics from information retrieval such as Relative Term 

Frequency (RTF), TF-IDF, or Entropy. This score is used to determine the relevance 

of a given item but is not used to automatically filter out the extraction. However, by 

looking at the precision/recall results of such systems (see for example [9, 10]), which 

are very low, it is obvious that there is much room for improvement both at the ex-

traction level and at the filtering level.  

Another popular weighting scheme is the use of the number of hits of a search en-

gine to calculate the probability of a given item. However, using search engines 

comes at the cost of a number of issues [11] generally ignored by the ontology com-

munity. For example, search engines do not stem or lemmatise the terms. Thus, all 

combinations of a given term should be submitted to the search engine to obtain an 

appropriate (if not entirely correct) web frequency. Moreover, the number of hits re-

fers to the number of pages containing the term rather than the frequency of the term 
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itself. For all these reasons, relying on NLP-specific resources such as Google N-

gram Corpus3 might be an interesting avenue to explore by the ontology learning 

community.  

Finally, graph-based metrics (Betweenness, Degree, Hits, and PageRank) were also 

proposed to identify relevant ontological structures in our work [1]. To our 

knowledge, this is the sole initiative that uses these types of metrics for ontology 

learning. Surprisingly, these graph-based metrics outperformed standard term rele-

vance schemes such as TF-IDF or frequency of co-occurrence in our experiments. 

However, these results need to be replicated on several domains and further research 

need to be devoted to that aspect.  

7 Ontology Evaluation 

One of the last but not least issues of the ontology learning community is how to han-

dle the appropriate evaluation of the extracted ontologies due to the lack of gold 

standards and resources. This hinders the development of the ontology learning field 

and does not enable the proper evaluation of the developed tools. While we notice a 

number of competitions in information retrieval (e.g. TREC4) or information extrac-

tion (e.g. ACE5), such resources do not exist for ontology learning. The experience al-

so shows that a field starts to be more mature when resources and tools can be shared 

and compared. Therefore, the ontology learning community would need corpora cou-

pled with gold standards (incorporating all the constituent knowledge items of an on-

tology and not only glossaries and taxonomies) mimicking the content of corpora in 

various domains to effectively evaluate the tools. In fact, it does not seem fair for an 

automatic tool to compare its output to an ontology built manually by domain experts 

for a number of reasons:  

• The ontology learning tool does not have access to the background knowledge of 

experts, which is one of the oldest problems in AI. An extracted ontology can only 

mimic or represent the content of the knowledge source. Thus comparing such an 

ontology with an extensive ontology built by domain experts is not satisfactory, as it 

does not evaluate the possibilities of the tool but rather the lack of background 

knowledge of the tool.  

• Another challenge is related to the domain coverage of texts. Generally, even the 

most extensive collection of texts will not cover sufficiently a domain. Some re-

searchers have advocated using the Web to resolve this issue (e.g. [17]), but this may 

also introduce more noise, hence urging the need for efficient filtering mechanisms 

as explained in section 6. 

As a conclusion, we believe that the first challenge of an ontology learning tool 

should be to adequately extract meaningful information from text (with the least pos-

sible omissions of important knowledge). Thus the need of corpora and ontological 

gold standards is one of the most acute issues of the field. 

                                                           
3 http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/CatalogEntry.jsp?catalogId=LDC2006T13 
4 http://trec.nist.gov/ 
5 http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/ace/ 
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8 Conclusion 

Ontology learning is a complex process that, besides integrating deeper NLP tech-

niques than what is currently being done in the field, is of an acute need for appropri-

ate evaluation resources. This paper summarizes some of the current issues and open 

questions of the field.  
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Abstract. Success of a Software Product Line (SPL) typically induces increase
of requirements that expand over the expertise of its initial company. In the con-
text of cloud computing, where SPLs are deployed in the form of business process
families that are offered over the Internet, this expansion requires partnering with
other available families. With the increasing number of companies that offer their
solutions in the cloud, there is a need for tools and methods for integration of
configurable business processes. In this position paper, we propose a methodol-
ogy for integration that employs ontologies and Semantic Web technology, and
propose a tool support that supports the proposed methodology.

1 Introduction

Motivated by the fact that different stakeholders have similar requirements, Software
Product Line Engineering [1] (SPLE) argues the development of similar software sys-
tems as a whole, herewith sharing many assets and increasing reuse ability. An SPL
is customized for every customer by selecting the set of most desirable features. Be-
side SPLE, Service-oriented Computing is another computing paradigm that promotes
reuse where services enable rapid and easy composition of loosely coupled distributed
software applications, and provide general computational elements that can be reused
across different domains [2]. At this moment, there is a significant research for integrat-
ing these two software engineering paradigms, e.g. [3,4,5,6,7,8]. Recently, benefits of
this synergy have been seen in the context of cloud computing [9], where synergistic
solutions for service-oriented applications and SPLs are delivered over the Internet in
the form of Business Process Families (BPFs) that are being configured for each user
independently, while keeping BPFs, supporting systems software, hardware and main-
tenance, away from her [10].

The success of SPLs usually leads to their expansion that reaches a level that ex-
ceeds the innovation capabilities of one organization [11]. In such an expansion, com-
panies converge different domains, often those that were not their primary business.
In the context of BPFs in the cloud, this requires partnering of already existing BPFs.
Therefore, there is a need for methods and tools for integration of BPFs.

Contemporary methods for integration of SPLs are mostly formal, and assume only
feature equivalents across different families, e.g. [12,13,14,15]. However, in practice,
because features are typically not equivalents, we consider integration of families as
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Processes1 Tenant1

Processes1 Tenant2 Processes1 Tenant3

Processes2 Tenant1

Processes2 Tenant2
Processes2 Tenant3
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Processes3 Tenant2

Processes3 Tenant3
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BPF2C1

BPF1C3
BPF1C2

BPF1C1

BPF3C1

BPF3C2

BPF3C3

BPF4C1

BPF4C3

BPF4C2

Fig. 1. Families of business processes in cloud computing (inspired by van der Aalst [10]).
(BPFM=business process family model, BPFC=configuration)

an engineering task that cannot be fully automated. Therefore, we provide a method
and propose a tool support that heavily uses ontologies [16] and Semantic Web tech-
nologies [17] for semantic annotation of BPFs, that can be used to automatically derive
interdependencies and allows for semi-automated integration.

2 The Proposed Method

Cloud computing is an emerging computing paradigm that promotes delivery of ap-
plications to users as services over the Internet while keeping the hardware, systems
software and system maintenance away from her [9]. Therefore, each BPF in the cloud
is distributed and independently deployed [10], as illustrated in (Figure 1).

Each BPF is specified with Business Process Family Models (BPFMs) consisting
of artifacts specifying the problem space, the solution space, and the mappings between
problem and solution spaces [18]. The solution space is typically a Business Process
Model Template (BPMTs) [19], i.e., superimposition of all business process variants.
The problem space, on the other hand, represents all possible features of family mem-
bers and typically is captured with feature models, a tree-like structure [20]. A BPF is
configured for each user by selecting the desired features of the family. A feature selec-
tion, with the help of mappings, forms the final business process for a particular user. In
the context of BPFs in the cloud, problem, solution, and mapping models are deployed
to an external location on the Internet, while each tenant has his own customized con-
figuration of the family, as shown in Figure 1.

SPLE generally consists of two life-cycles: Domain Engineering (DE) and Applica-
tion Engineering (AE) [21][1]. In short, DE aims at the development of common assets
(e.g. models, components, documentation) and configuration knowledge (typically fea-
ture models and mappings). AE is dedicated to the selection of appropriate features.

Our integration methodology considers integration of BPFs as a form of the DE. It
builds upon the framework proposed by Linden et al. [21] and is depicted in Figure 2.

DE consists of requirements engineering, domain design, domain realization and
domain testing. In our methodology, requirements engineering results in a fully inte-
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Fig. 2. Integration of families of service-oriented systems

grated feature model, while the domain design and domain implementation are one
phase that results in integrated BPF. Domain testing is out of the scope of this paper.

In the requirements engineering phase we propose the following activities:

1. Examination of relationships between features of independent families. For ex-
ample, in the integrated feature model, we can have features of different fami-
lies that represent identical business processes by intention, but their actual real-
izations (extensions) are different. Some other examples of relationships are that
can be found is that features represent business processes of different families
with the same intension and extension (they use the same service), or that they
are history related, meaning that one business process must be executed before
the other one. We base our relationships on the ones identified by Grossmann et
al. [22,23] (More on the relationships and their integration options can be found
at: https://files.semtech.athabascau.ca/public/TRs/TR-SemTech-03052011.pdf). To
automate this recognition we employ ontologies and Semantic Web technologie;
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Fig. 3. A feature model of Graph Product Line

2. Verification and Validation of relationships. In the process of defining integrated
feature models, there is a need for the validation of relationships between features
with target customers and developers of different families, and verification whether
the relationships are well specified, e.g., to recognize whether there are inconsis-
tencies in the integrated feature model;

3. Integration selection is an activity where an integration engineer selects the appro-
priate choices for integration. Every relationship between features does not uniquely
specify the configuration relationship, but rather provides a set of possible choices.
For example, the integration engineer might choose to have in the integrated fea-
ture model, two features that are identical by intension but different by realization
(extension). In such a case, the integration engineer might also choose to allow for
mutually exclusive configuration, or that both can appear in the final application.
The integration engineer selects this relationship from the set of available configu-
ration relationships 0;

4. Transformation is the final activity, where selected integration patterns and initial
feature models are inputs, and output is a feature model of the integrated families.

In the context of integration, domain design and domain implementation are the
same phase, because the outcome is a business process template of already implemented
families. We propose the same activities as in the requirements engineering model,
namely: 1)Examination of relationships between business processes in business pro-
cess models as proposed by Grossmann et al [22,23]; 3) Verification and Validation
of relationships for semantic and well-formedness; 3) Integration selection, i.e., the
selection of predefined integration options(e.g., the services with the same intention but
different extension can be integrated in a way that at runtime their results are accumu-
lated or that exactly one can be executed); 4) Transformation from input BPMTs to
the integrated BPMT.

3 Foundations

3.1 Feature Modeling

A feature model is a means for representing the possible configuration space of all the
products of a system product line (system family) in terms of its features. Typically, fea-
ture models are represented with feature diagrams in the form of a tree whose root node
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represents a domain concept, e.g., a domain application, and the other nodes concept
property, e.g., domain application functionality, modeled in a way to capture common-
alities and variability among product family variants. The rest of features are classified
as:

– Mandatory feature: the feature must be included in a product if its parent feature
is selected.

– Optional feature: the feature may or may not be included if its parent is selected.
– Or feature group: from a set of Or feature group, any non-empty subset of features

can be included if their parent feature is selected.
– Alternative feature group: from a set of alternative features, only one feature can

be included if their parent feature is selected.

Additional constraints are defined on the feature models, named integrity constraints.
Two main constraints are: includes – selection of a given feature requires the inclusion
of another feature; and excludes – that specifies mutual exclusion of two features. An
example of a feature model of Graph Product Line is given in Figure 3.

3.2 Semantically-enhanced Business Process Model Templates

As previously stated, a Business Process Model Templates is a superimposition of all
members of a BPF [19]. Web services are seen as main means for operationalization of
business processes and accordingly, BPMTs [2,24].

The main characteristic of Web services is that they can be deployed over large scale
networks such as the Web; hence, they need to and indeed carry machine processable
descriptions that properly inform other programs of their operations and how they can
be properly invoked. One of the limitations of contemporary Web services is that their
description lacks meaningful explanations or in other words semantic descriptions. Se-
mantic Web services add capability of describing structural and behavioral semantics
to Web services by providing the means to expressively annotate Web services with
shared conceptualizations in the form of ontological concepts [25]. Ontologies provide
agreed upon and formal domain specifications [16] based on Semantic Web markup
languages such as OWL and DAML and are shared by different software systems and
applications. Not only does this sharing of knowledge allow software systems to search
for suitable Web services based on syntactical matches, but to also consider semantic
relevance within the matchmaking process. BPMTs that use Semantic Web Services
as operationalizations, are called Semantically-enhanced Business Process Model Tem-
plates.

4 The proposed tool support

4.1 Feature Model Representations

Several different formats for storing and manipulating feature models have been pro-
posed in the software product line community including XToF, SXFM and TVL [26].
Although the representations of these serializations are different, the semantics of the
languages are quite similar and they can be easily transformed to one another. Within
our framework, Figure 4, we model feature models with Semantic Annotations for Fea-
ture Model Description Language (SAFMDL), and serialize them as profile for feature
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Fig. 4. The Onion Architecture for SAFMDL

modeling based on Web Ontology Language (OWL). However, AUFM Suite that sup-
ports our framework, provides mechanisms to convert to and from other serialization
into SAFMDL.

As shown in Figure 4, the core of SAFMDL is a Description Logic based model
specified with Feature Model Description Language (FMDL). FMDL is a feature mod-
eling profile that provides the standard concepts for developing a feature model. It is
modeled based on OWL and can essentially be seen as an ontology for feature model-
ing. The structure of FMDL consists of the required concept and property definitions for
instantiating a feature model, which corresponds to the feature modeling meta-model.
The instantiation of the feature modeling meta-model is performed by providing ontol-
ogy individuals (concept instances) for the FMDL concept definitions. Figure 5 depicts
the details of FMDL in the Protégé ontology editor. FMDL feature models can also
be developed within our AUFM Suite, which is a graphical Eclipse plugin for feature
modeling.

As shown in Figure 5, the structure of a feature model is based on the two main
concepts of Root and Feature, and two of its sub-concepts Mandatory and Optional.
These concepts are shown on the Class Hierarchy panel (Box 1). A new feature model
can be instantiated by providing individuals for each of these concepts. For instance, the
Algorithm and GraphType features have been added to this feature model as mandatory
features (Box 2). The relationships between the features are modeled through proper-
ties. The list of possible relationships between the features of a fetture model is shown
in Figure 3 (Box 4). For instance, it can be seen that Algorithm has a siblingRelation-
ship with both GraphType and Search features. It can also be seen that the Root of the
feature model is named GPL (Graph Product Line) and that Algorithm is one of the
direct children of the Root (Box 3).

The benefit of using DL-based feature models is that standard DL reasoning mecha-
nisms can be used to derive and validate feature model configurations and also extended
DL algorithms can even be used to detect and resolve inconsistencies within feature
models. Besides the exact syntax and semantics of FMDL, it provides an additional
advantage of providing grounds for being extended with additional capabilities without
requiring structural changes. Since, FMDL is based on OWL, additional information or
data can be added to it through the introduction of new Class or Property definitions.
This has been exploited to further extend FMDL to support the semantic annotation of
its elements, referred to as SAFMDL.

SAFMDL profile introduces three new properties that reference concepts within
external shared ontologies. These additional properties, selfModelReference, preCon-
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Fig. 5. The Structure of FMDL in Protégé

Fig. 6. Semantically annotating feature model elements

ditionModelReference, and postConditionModelReference allow each feature to be fur-
ther described by presenting what concept or notion the feature represents in the domain
of discourse, what other notions it relies on for being realized, and which other concepts
will be impacted by this feature, respectively. Given this capability, SAFMDL allows
designers to qualify their design with meaning and hence avoid ambiguity and enhance
communication, model sharing, better model realization, and finally integration. Fig-
ure 6 depicts an example where the Algorithm feature is grounded/annotated using the
Algorithm concept within the MONET ontology. MONET is an ontology for describing
and provisioning web-based mathematical services. With this annotation, the Algorithm
feature is now confined with the semantic meaning attached to Algorithm in MONET
and its scope is restricted by what defined clearly in that ontology.

4.2 Connecting Problem and Solution Spaces

As discussed earlier, we will need to move from the problem space (i.e., the feature
model) into the suitable solution space (i.e., BPMTs). The main challenge towards the
operationalization is to find the right Web services that both syntactically and semanti-
cally implement features that are available in a feature model.

Given that SAFMDL provides the means for describing feature models with seman-
tic descriptions, it is possible to create a correspondence between the problem space
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feature models and solution space semantic Web services. The semantic descriptions
shared between both spaces can be seen as glue that can enhance the discovery of
the most appropriate services for realizing the abstract software applications. In order
to operationalize abstract product representations of the problem space, here are three
sources of information that need to be completely integrated, namely 1) semantically
annotated feature models; 2) semantically annotated Web services; 3) the sources of the
semantic information,

These three sources of information are either expressed in a valid XML format or
through some extensions of the RDF triple format; therefore, appropriate XSPARQL [27]
queries can consolidate these sources of information and provide for the realization of
problem space models using Semantic Web services. If we return to the example from
Figure 6, and assume that a set of Web services is available to us that are annotated
using SAWSDL [28] with concepts from subsets of the MONET ontology. In the ex-
ample in Figure 7, we show that the Search feature from GPL can be operationalized
using XSPARQL. As seen in the process shown in Figure 7, the first step is to extract the
semantic annotation that describes the feature of interest (♣). This will provide the basis
to search for Web services that are also annotated similarly. The valuable aspect of onto-
logical semantic descriptions is that they provide meaningful hierarchical relationships;
therefore, even if two concepts are not identical, they can still be related lower down or
higher up the subsumption hierarchy. Concepts below another concept in the hierarchy
can be seen as further specializations of that concept and can hence be relevant in the
matchmaking process. For this reason, it is reasonable to look for Web services that are
either directly annotated with the semantic annotation of the feature of interest or other
concepts that are below it in the hierarchy (r). The last step is to explore the set of avail-
able Web services that are annotated with acceptable ontological concepts (♠) using a
suitable query. The outcome of this query is a list of Web services that have appropriate
matching semantic descriptions to the feature of interest (Search).An expert designer
or software developer would then need to review the matches and select the best one
to operationalize that feature. In Figure 7, we have only checked for matches based on
sfmdl:selfModelReference to save space but in reality checks also should be put in place
for pre and postconditions as well.

4.3 Recognizing Relationships

As previously mentioned, by employing ontologies and Semantic Web technologies,
all of our artifacts (feature models and business process templates) are annotated with
semantic descriptions. These semantic descriptions can also be used to automatically
derive the integration relationships between different features. For example, a similar
query to the one presented in Figure 6, can be used to search for the features represent-
ing the identical business process. The only change in the query is that it should search
for the exact match of the Algorithm concept.

In order to provide automatic recognition of interrelationships between feature mod-
els, we intend to provide a library of XSPARQL Queries, that automatically recognize
relationships between features in feature models and business processes in business pro-
cess templates. These queries are intended to be triggered in the Elicitation phase of the
Domain Requirements Engineering for identifying of relationships between features in
different feature models and in Domain Design and Implementation for finding of rela-
tionships between business processes in business process templates. Furthermore, more
soffisticated ontology based techniques for automatic recognition can be employed, like
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the ones used for service matchmaking [29,30] and business process matchmaking [31]
based on similarity metrics proposed by Dijkman et al. [32].

4.4 Implementation Aspects

To support software developers for working with our proposed framework, we have
started to implement the AUFM Suite - a chain of Eclipse based tools for development
of Semantically-enhanced Families of Business Processes. So far, we have implemented
the following tools:

– SAFDML Editor: This tool provides ontology representation of feature models, as
described in Section 4.1

– rBMPN tool: for modeling the composition of features (represented as activities)
using Business Process Modeling Notation 2.0 (BPMN2). Additionally, the tool
provides facilities for modeling business rules over BPMTs.

– S-AHP tool: This tool goes beyond the work presented in this paper, and is used
in AE phase of integrated BPF. The tool captures stakeholders’ preferences in the
terms of relative importance, and ranks features according using the implementa-
tion of our S-AHP algorithm [33].
For the next stage of our development, we are working to integrate the XSPARQL
language with our tooling support for formulating and executing queries on the
repository of semantic Web services.

5 Related Work

Up to this day, several formal approaches exist for composition of feature models and
solution space models. Feature model composition has been a topic of Acher et al. [15]
and Segura et al. [14]. Acher et al. [15] introduce a domain-specific language for inte-
gration of feature models with operators for merging and inserting. Segura et al. [14],
introduce an approach for automated merging of feature models, using graph transfor-
mations. In their work they provide a set of rules, and with the means of graph trans-
formation, they perform the merge. Beside the fact that both of these approaches are
focused only on feature models, they are formal and assume that there is a semantic
equality between features that are merged. Our work takes an engineering perspective
and assumes that there can be also different levels and semantics of equivalence. Due to
this fact, our approach is semi-automated, and does not take the developers out of the
process of integration. Rather it is an interactive process, where developers specify the
semantic interrelationships and choose between different integration options.

Similar to formal composition of feature models, there are several approaches for
formal composition of features in solution space models. Batory et al. [34] has intro-
duced also an algebraic framework for specification of composition of features. Sim-
ilarly, Erwig et al [12] also introduces a formal calculus for composition of different
features in solution space models. However, our work, goes beyond these approaches
and provides a semantics-based composition. Furthermore, Batory et al. and Erwig et
al. focus on composing features of a single SPL, while in our work we focus on inte-
gration of SPLs. Finally, Apel et al. [13][35] introduces a feature algebra for language
independent feature compositions. A feature is represented as a feature structure tree
(FST), a language independent representation of a subset of the abstract syntax trees.
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Fig. 7. A sample of XSPARQL Query for mapping problem and solution spaces

With this algebra, when two features are composed, they are merged only in the case
when they have the same name and type. Our integration, goes beyond just a name and
type based integration and facilitates semantics based integration.

To our knowledge, van Ommering was the first to observe composition (integra-
tion) of SPLs from the engineering perspective. In his work [36][37][38], he has in-
troduced a notion of product populations, a set of SPLs whose members share many
commonalities. In such context, (semi-) independent SPLs are developed by separated
intra-organizational teams and later integrated into one variant rich product population.
To support development of product population, van Ommerling introduces a lock-step
process and a component model. The component model supports integration with the
means of glue code. Our specification of interrelationships goes beyond glue code, and
enables semantic based specification of interrelationships and semi-automated integra-
tion based on these semantic correspondences.

Recently, Bosch et al. [39] have proposed different process models for development
and integration of SPLs in various global software engineering contexts. Our work fo-
cuses on the technical level of integration and can be applied in all engineering pro-
cesses proposed by Bosch et al.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have described a semantically enabled approach to the integration of
Service Families in the Cloud. This task is a challenge specific to a leading edge en-
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vironment where software engineering techniques are currently breaking new grounds
along multiple dimensions: business processes evolve into service processes dynami-
cally deployed in the Cloud; software product lines evolve into service families, with
feature models being used to describe a more dynamic and flexible architectural style;
integration technologies developed for business processes need to be extended to fit the
service environment and so provide high level tool support in situations where tradi-
tional methods could not keep up.

We have described how a business process integration technology based on the se-
mantic classification of correspondences and selection of integration patterns can be
adapted to service families by using a process fragment classification approach for the
extended feature models describing the services. Furthermore, we demonstrate how on-
tologies and Semantic Web technologies can be employed to automatically identify
correspondences between business processes and features. We have given an example
and described the tool support that can be employed for these tasks.

In the future, we are going to focus on completing the tool support and evaluation
of the approach by applying it on realistic case studies.
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Technology Futures through the New Faculty Award program,
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Abstract. Here we describe work-in-progress on the SADI for GMOD
project (SADI: Semantic Automated Discovery and Integration; GMOD:
Generic Model Organism Database), a distribution of ready-made Web
services that will bring additional model organism data onto the Seman-
tic Web. SADI is a lightweight standard for implementing Web services
that natively consume and generate RDF, while GMOD is a widely-used
toolkit for building model organism databases (e.g. FlyBase, Parameci-
umDB). The SADI for GMOD services will provide a novel mechanism
for analyzing data across GMOD sites, as well as other bioinformatics
resources that publish their data using SADI.

Keywords: Semantic Web, Web services, SADI, GMOD, model organ-
ism databases, bioinformatics, sequence features

1 Introduction

One of the most pervasive problems in bioinformatics is the integration of data
and software across research labs. While the prevailing method of sharing data is
through centrally controlled repositories such as GenBank [6], manual curation
of submissions imposes a bottleneck on the quantity and types of data that
can be integrated. In addition, centralization also places limits on the types of
visualization and analysis tools that can readily be used with the data.

One prominent example of a system for integrating distributed biological
data is the Distributed Annotation System (DAS) [7]. A DAS server provides
access to sequence annotations (also known as sequence features) via a REST-
ful [8] interface, and returns the annotations in a simple, standardized XML
format. Client applications (e.g. genome browsers) that understand the DAS
protocol and XML format are able to provide users with a unified view of se-
quence annotations from multiple sites. Nevertheless, DAS has its limitations.
The XML datasets returned by DAS servers cannot be integrated without spe-
cialized software, and cannot be readily combined with other types of data (e.g.
protein-protein interaction networks). In addition, the majority of bioinformat-
ics analysis tools (e.g. BLAST) do not natively understand DAS, and thus they
require specialized conversion scripts in order to process data from DAS servers.
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In this paper we describe work-in-progress on SADI for GMOD, a collection
of Semantic Web services that implement DAS-like functionality. The goal of
SADI for GMOD is to provide a more general solution for federating sequence
data that is compatible with the Semantic Web, and which facilitates automated
integration with analysis software and other types of bioinformatics data. To-
ward this goal, we propose a standard model for representing sequence features
in RDF/OWL. The services are implemented according to the SADI (Seman-
tic Automated Discovery and Integration) standard, and are targeted toward
maintainers of GMOD (Generic Model Organism Database) sites. Additional
information about these two projects is provided in the following section.

2 Related Projects

SADI (Semantic Automated Discovery and Integration) SADI [1] is a
lightweight standard for the implementation of Semantic Web services. Ser-
vices adhering to the SADI recommendations natively consume and gen-
erate data in RDF form, and can be invoked by issuing an HTTP POST
to the service URL with an input RDF document as the payload. One of
the principal strengths of SADI is that there are no specialized protocols
or messaging formats. The interfaces to each service – that is, the expected
structure of the input and output RDF documents – are described by means
of a provider-specified input OWL class and output OWL class, respectively.
Further details about SADI are given in [1].

GMOD (Generic Model Organism Database) The GMOD project [2] is
a popular collection of open source software which facilitates the construc-
tion of a model organism database and its associated website. The central
component of GMOD is a database schema called Chado [3], which houses
a variety of datatypes such as sequences, sequence features, controlled vo-
cabularies, and gene expression data. Scripts are provided for creating and
loading a Chado instance as a Postgres database.

3 Services

SADI for GMOD consists of five services which provide fundamental operations
for accessing sequence feature data, as shown in Table 1. A sequence feature is
an annotated region of a biological sequence (DNA, RNA, or amino acid) such
as a gene, an exon, or a protein domain. Related features are accessible through
a hierarchy of parent-child relationships, and the GMOD wiki provides a set of
recommendations [3] indicating where particular feature types should be located
in the hierarchy. For example, the GMOD conventions assert that a gene should
be a child feature of a chromosome and that an mRNA transcript should be a
child feature of a gene. The relationship connecting the parent and child feature
will be either “has part” or “derives into”, depending on whether the features
are spatially or temporally related. For instance, the relationship between a
chromosome and a gene is “has part”, whereas the relationship between a gene
and a transcript is “derives into”.
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Table 1. A functional description of the five SADI services implemented by the SADI
for GMOD project. The fundamental input/output datatypes are genomic coordinates,
feature descriptions, and database identifiers; further details about the representation
of these entities is given in the following section.

Service Name Input Relationship Output

get feature info a database identifier is about a feature description

get features overlapping
region

a set of genomic coordi-
nates

overlaps a collection of feature
descriptions

get sequence for region a set of genomic coordi-
nates

is represented
by

a DNA, RNA, or amino
acid sequence

get child features a feature description has part /
derives into

a collection of feature
descriptions

get parent features a feature description is part of /
derives from

a collection of feature
descriptions

4 Proposal for Modeling Sequence Features in RDF

The implementation of the SADI for GMOD services is relatively straightfor-
ward. The main point of interest is how the data is modeled in RDF/OWL. The
entities that need to be modeled are feature descriptions, genomic coordinates,
and database identifiers, as shown in Table 2.

In Listing 1, we show an example feature description for a tRNA gene in
Drosophila melanogaster, encoded in TURTLE format. The principal ontology
used for the encoding is SIO (Semantic Science Integrated Ontology) [4], which
provides a large collection of properties for capturing mereological, temporal,
and other types of relationships. In addition, features are typed using terms
from the Sequence Ontology [5]. Some readers may initially balk at the apparent
complexity and opacity of Listing 1; however, it is important to emphasize that
the primary goal of the encoding is to facilitate automatic integration of data,
whereas simplicity and human-readability are secondary considerations. There
are several data modeling practices that, when understood, should help to clarify
Listing 1:

1. Distinct entities are always modeled as distinct nodes in the graph.
In non-RDF formats (e.g. relational databases), it is easy to conflate related
entities. For example, the sequence of a chromosome and the chromosome
itself are often thought of as the same entity. However, this is not precisely
true; the sequence is an abstract string representation of one of the strands
of the chromosome. In order to facilitate accurate and automated processing
of the data, it is often helpful to make such distinctions explicit. In Listing
1, the tRNA gene has a ranged sequence position in relation to a sequence
that represents the minus strand of a chromosome.
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Table 2. The fundamental input/output datatypes of the SADI for GMOD services.

Entity Components Example

feature description • a feature type
• a set of genomic

coordinates
• one or more

database
identifiers

Lines 11..41 of Listing 1

genomic coordinates • a start position
• an end position
• a reference

sequence

Lines 17..23 of Listing 1

database identifier • a identifier type
• an identifier

string

Lines 14..15 of Listing 1

2. URIs are frequently opaque. Ontologies providers (e.g. OBI, GO, SO)
assign numeric URIs to classes and relationships in their ontologies for two
reasons: i) the URIs can have labels in multiple languages, and ii) the labels
can be updated without requiring updates to dependent datasets.

3. Literals are modeled as typed resources. It is simplest to represent
literals in RDF as plain strings or numbers, with the type of the literal in-
dicated by the XSD datatype (e.g. xsd:float). Here, literals are modeled
as instances of a particular rdf:type (e.g. range:StartPosition), with the
actual values being specified by the “has value” property (i.e. SIO 000300).
This approach provides a more flexible typing mechanism and allows addi-
tional information such as provenance to be attached to the values.

4. Database identifiers are modeled as typed string values. In Listing
1, the feature URI http://lsrn.org/FLYBASE:FBgn0011935 has an attached
identifier with an rdf:type of lsrn:FLYBASE Identifier and a value of
“FBgn0011935”. This may seem redundant, as the URI already acts as a
unique identifier for the feature. We have adopted the practice of attach-
ing typed, string-encoded database identifiers to URIs in order to address
a common problem on the Semantic Web, namely the tendency of data
providers to invent their own URI schemes. For example, the URI for UniProt
protein P04637 is alternatively represented on the Semantic Web as http:

//purl.uniprot.org/uniprot/P04637 (UniProt and LinkedLifeData), http:

//bio2rdf.org/uniprot:P04637 (Bio2RDF and Linked Open Drug Data), and
http://lsrn.org/UniProt:P04637 (SADI). While the existence of multiple
URIs for the same entity impedes data integration across sites, data providers
often create their own URI schemes so that the URIs will resolve to datasets
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or webpages on their own sites. We propose attaching database identifiers to
URIs as shown here, so that equivalent URIs can automatically be reconciled
across sites, while still allowing the URIs created by each provider to resolve
to their own data.

Listing 1. Example RDF encoding for a tRNA gene in Drosophila melanogaster.

1 @prefix feature: <http :// sadiframework.org/ontologies/GMOD/Feature.owl#> .
2 @prefix range: <http :// sadiframework.org/ontologies/GMOD/RangedSequencePosition.owl#> .
3 @prefix strand: <http :// sadiframework.org/ontologies/GMOD/Strand.owl#> .
4 @prefix FlyBase: <http :// lsrn.org/FLYBASE:> .
5 @prefix GB: <http :// lsrn.org/GB:> .
6 @prefix lsrn: <http :// purl.oclc.org/SADI/LSRN/> .
7 @prefix sio: <http :// semanticscience.org/resource/> .
8 @prefix so: <http :// purl.org/obo/owl/SO#> .
9 @prefix xsd: <http ://www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema#> .

10
11 FlyBase:FBgn0011935
12 a so:SO_0001272; # ’tRNA_gene ’
13 sio:SIO_000008 # ’has attribute ’
14 [ a lsrn:FLYBASE_Identifier;
15 sio:SIO_000300 ’FBgn0011935 ’^^xsd:string ]; # p = ’has value ’
16 sio:SIO_000008 # ’has attribute ’
17 [ a range:RangedSequencePosition;
18 range:in_relation_to _:minus_strand;
19 sio:SIO_000053 # ’has proper part ’
20 [ a range:StartPosition; sio:SIO_000300 2077634 ];
21 sio:SIO_000053 # ’has proper part ’
22 [ a range:EndPosition; sio:SIO_000300 2077707 ]
23 ] .
24
25 GB:AE013599 # chromosome arm ’2R’
26 a so:SO_0000105; # ’chromosome_arm ’
27 sio:SIO_000008 # ’has attribute ’
28 [ a lsrn:GB_Identifier;
29 sio:SIO_000300 ’AE013599 ’^^xsd:string ] . # p = ’has value ’
30
31 _:plus_strand
32 a sio:SIO_000030; # o = ’sequence ’
33 sio:SIO_000210 # ’represents ’
34 [ a strand:PlusStrand;
35 sio:SIO_000093 GB:AE013599 ] . # p = ’is proper part of ’
36
37 _:minus_strand
38 a sio:SIO_000030; # o = ’sequence ’
39 sio:SIO_000210 # ’represents ’
40 [ a strand:MinusStrand;
41 sio:SIO_000093 GB:AE013599 ] . # p = ’is proper part of ’

5 Deploying the Services

The SADI for GMOD services are implemented as Perl CGI (Common Gateway
Interface) scripts. There will be three main steps to deploy the services at a
GMOD site:

1. Set up a Bio::DB::SeqFeature::Store database. For performance rea-
sons, the services do not query a Chado database directly, but instead use
a Bio::DB::SeqFeature::Store database which must be loaded separately
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by the GMOD site maintainer. The most common scenario is to load the data
from a set of GFF files into a mysql database; Bio::DB::SeqFeature::Store
provides the bp seqfeature load.pl script for this purpose.

2. Unpack the SADI for GMOD tarball in the cgi-bin directory. The
tarball will be unpacked into a SADI directory tree which will contain the
Perl CGI scripts as well as the required Perl modules.

3. Add database connection parameters to the SADI for GMOD con-
figuration file. The configuration file will be located in the SADI subdirec-
tory of cgi-bin.

6 Conclusion

While the majority of existing biological Web services use XML for data ex-
change, SADI services use RDF/OWL in order to facilitate automatic integra-
tion of data across service providers. As such, the SADI for GMOD services will
provide a novel tool for conducting analyses across model organism databases,
as well as other biological data sources and tools that are published using SADI.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a decision making framework suited
for knowledge and time constrained operational environments. We draw
our motivation from the observation that large knowledge repositories
are distributed over heterogeneous information management systems.
This makes it di�cult for a user to aggregate and process all relevant
information to make the best decision possible. Our proposed frame-
work eliminates the need for local aggregation of distributed information
by allowing the user to ask meaningful questions. We utilize semantic
knowledge representation to share information and semantic reasoning
to answer user queries. We look at an emergency healthcare scenario to
demonstrate the feasibility of our approach. The framework is contrasted
with conventional machine learning techniques and with existing work in
semantic question answering. We also discuss theoretical and practical
advantages over conventional techniques.

1 Introduction

As electronic information systems become mainstream, society's dependence
upon them for knowledge acquisition has increased. Over the years, the sophis-
tication of these systems has evolved, making them capable of not only storing
large amounts of information in diverse formats, but also of reasoning about
complex decisions. The increase in technological capabilities has revolutionized
the syntactic interoperability of modern information systems, allowing for a het-
erogeneous mix of systems to exchange a wide spectrum of data in many di�erent
formats. The successful exchange of raw information is, however, only the �rst
step towards solving the bigger semantic challenge of information exchange. This
is analogous to the �ontology challenge� de�ned by [15].

In recent years a focused e�ort in the semantic web domain has resulted in
technological advancements, providing sophisticated tools for intelligent knowl-
edge representation, information processing and reasoning. Domain speci�c knowl-
edge can be managed by utilizing a diverse set of ontological solutions, which
capture key domain concepts and the relationships between them. Knowledge
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regarding the domain can then be shared by publishing information in a do-
main speci�c ontology. A semantic reasoning engine can then be applied to a
knowledge-base to answer complex user queries. The semantic reasoning process
allows for enhanced knowledge discovery that may not be possible via consump-
tion of the raw data alone. Latent relationships can be discovered by applying
inference rules to the ontological knowledge-base.

Although the premise of the semantic web technology is sound in principle
and the use of an ontology can signi�cantly enhance how users consume and pro-
cess information, practical implementation all but demands that the distributed
heterogeneous knowledge be represented by local ontological representations [13].
Consequently, it is still di�cult to share knowledge across diverse heterogeneous
sources to answer speci�c questions. Furthermore, under adverse conditions (i.e.
constraints on time, communication and/or knowledge), the usefulness of the ag-
gregated data decreases sharply, since human agents are required to (manually)
process and reason with the data.

For example, in a health care setting, a physician may need to consult various
medical information systems in order to determine the best possible solution for
a patient. Given ideal conditions, a physician will be able acquire and process
information from various systems and make the ideal diagnosis. If the same
scenario is now constrained by the available time, communication bandwidth
and the skill level of the physician, the same quality of medical care may not be
possible.

Motivated by this, we propose a framework where a user will pose questions
directly (in natural language), rather than aggregate knowledge locally in an
attempt to �nd the answer. The framework will

� Process the user query.
� Aggregate information from various sources.
� Create a semantic representation of the aggregated data.
� Process information using a semantic reasoner.

Each answer generated (in response to the user query) is backed up by a semantic
proof. The semantic proof has the desirable property that it can be independently
validated by any third party. Our approach does not require the exchange of large
data-sets to make a decision, and consequently is more suitable for the above
mentioned adverse scenarios.

2 Proposed Solution

We propose a framework for reliable information exchange between distributed
heterogeneous parties, using semantic web technologies under constrained op-
erational conditions. We observe that under normal circumstances, such an ex-
change can easily be accomplished using existing techniques. These techniques
fail to be of practical use under adverse situations. For example, consider the
following time and information constrained setting: A patient is in a critical life
threatening situation, and is being treated by an emergency response (EMR)
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Fig. 1. System architecture

team member. Under these conditions the EMR team member may not be able
to provide the best personalized care, because of di�culty accessing patient
medical records in a timely manner or correctly interpreting those records.

Our proposed framework builds on top of the semantic web technologies. We
use ontological models for knowledge representation. We acknowledge the fact
that diverse heterogeneous information will be represented by an array of local
or domain ontologies. Therefore, our framework provides support for working
with multiple data-sets represented by di�erent ontological models. Given the
almost in�nite amount of information in the world, we utilize a problem context
to identify and limit the amount of knowledge that needs to be processed. We
create a problem speci�c information model using this context. We utilize a
semantic reasoner that takes as its input a knowledge-base, a set of inference
rules and a user query. The reasoner generates a two part result-set, where the
�rst element is the answer to the provided user query and the second element is
a semantic proof.

We will now discuss the details of the various components of our proposed
framework along with some examples.

2.1 System Architecture

We present a �exible architectural style for our proposed framework. Previous
approaches utilizing similair frameworks tend to be domain speci�c (e.g. [17]).
In contrast, our approach is domain indipendent. We now illustrate the salient
components of our design (Refer to Fig 1).

System Interface The system interface component facilitates interaction by
allowing a user to pose a query to the system. The user may also provide a
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query speci�c context. We provide support for two types of user communica-
tions based on the following two user classi�cations (i) a computational agent
(CA) � represents an arti�cially intelligent automated system and (ii) a human
agent (HA) � representing a human being. The �rst type of agent communication
is between two CAs. A local CA receives a query (and a context) from a remote
CA. This type of communication represents distributed automated systems in-
teracting with each other. The second type of communication utilizes a local CA
and a remote HA. This allows human beings to pose queries to a local system.
For each query, the interface receives a response from the reasoning module, and
forwards this response to the remote user.

The system interface component provides a queryable abstraction around the
heterogeneous knowledge stores, so that the actual data (utilized for answering
the query) does not have to be transmitted. This characteristic of the framework
facilitates knowledge sharing under adverse conditions.

Knowledge-Representation The knowledge-representation component of our
framework follows a multi-tiered design that is capable of accepting data from
a wide array of heterogeneous sources. It also utilizes the problem-context (gen-
erated from the user query context) to limit the amount of data which must be
processed to answer the query.

The raw data layer provides a useful abstraction to deal with all non-semantic
data sources. These data-sources are composed of structured data (such as in the
case of distributed relational database systems) and semi-structured data (such
as content repositories and web pages). We assume that this raw data does not
have any semantic capabilities built into it.

Information from the raw data layer is then annotated using appropriate
ontologies. This semantic data layer provides the appropriate abstraction. It is
important to note that we do not constrain the choice of the ontologies used. The
main goal here is to be able to convert raw data into its semantically equivalent
representation. The semantic data layer is also capable of incorporating data
from other semantic data repositories.

The problem-speci�c semantic layer provides a normalization of the semantic
data layer. The main goal of this layer is to provide mappings between various
ontological representations of the data in use. For example a single semantic
concept (such as name) that may be de�ned by di�erent ontologies can be nor-
malized and represented by a concept from a single consistent ontology.

Reasoning and Inference The reasoning layer is responsible for processing
the various inputs from other modules such as the semantic query (representing
the initial user query), the inference rules, and the knowledge-base from the
problem-speci�c semantic layer. It utilizes a semantic reasoner [27] to reason
about the user query over the selected knowledge-base. The reasoner generates
a two part result-set. The �rst element of the result-set contains the answer to
the user query. The second element contains a semantic proof in support of the
response.
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Fig. 2. Semantic Reasoning and inference

A semantic proof has the desirable property that it can be validated by
any party. In a heterogeneous multi-agent distributed environment, knowledge
changes with time. Therefore, the same query may not result in the same answer
at a di�erent time. Having a semantic proof generated for each user query allows
the validation an answer against the knowledge-base representation (that was
aggregated by the problem-speci�c semantic layer) at any given instant in time
by any party.

Motivation In this section we consider two simple scenarios for knowledge
sharing under adverse conditions, constrained by lack of time and lack of knowl-
edge. The purpose of these examples is to highlight the various components of
our proposed architecture and their interactions with one other. Fig 3 depicts
a semantic model capturing the high level entities for a medical scenario. This
semantic model represents the normalized view of the information gathered from
various distributed sources. The model describes not only the entities, but also
the semantic relationships between these entities.

The main entities de�ned in our model are patients, health care providers,
drugs, diseases and various medical conditions. For the sake of simplicity, we de-
�ne various simple relationships between these entities. The main relationship is
the IS_A relationship (sometimes called �subsumption�). For example a doctor
IS_A health care provider which IS_A person. Similarly Insulin IS_A allopathic
drug which IS_A drug. In addition to the IS_A relationship, we also de�ne sev-
eral other varieties of attribute-value relationship. For example the disease Ulcer
has a condition called Bleeding, the drug Nitroglycerin has a contraindication to
the drug Viagra (Fig. 3). Using the triple notation [22] we capture the semantic
model in a triple-store.

Example Scenario Consider a hypothetical scenario where an emergency re-
sponse team member would like to administer Warfrain (an anticoagulant drug)
to Alice in order to treat her for potential blood clotting. Alice is currently early
in her pregnancy. The EMR member has had no past interactions with Alice,
and is not aware of her medical condition and history. We add the following
two constraints to this scenario to incorporate the (adverse) time and knowledge
factors.
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Fig. 3. Semantic model for medical question answering

� The current conditions prevent the EMR person from accessing and review-
ing Alice's medical records.

� Alice's blood clot condition needs to be treated urgently.

Instead of aggregating information related to this scenario (such as Alice's medi-
cal records, drug interaction guidelines and such), the EMR person would launch
a natural language query such as �can Alice be given Warfrain?� against a medi-
cal information system based on our framework. The system would identify Alice
and Warfrain, and would compile the required information from various hetero-
geneous sources. The compiled knowledge is then translated into its' semantic
representation. Fig. 4 shows a simpli�ed contextual model based on the global
knowledge store presented in Fig. 3. The semantic reasoner will consume this
information along with the rules and semantic (user) query, and will generate a
result and a proof as follows:

User Query

:Alice :canNotBeGiven :Warfrain.

Inference Rule

{?PATIENT :condition ?CONDITION.
?DRUG :contraIndication ?CONDITION. } => {?PATIENT :canNotBeGiven

?DRUG}.

Semantic Reasoning & Proof
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{{:Alice :condition :Pregnancy} e:evidence <knowledge-base#_27>.
{:Warfrain :contraIndication :Pregnancy} e:evidence <knowledge-
base#_22>}
=>
{ {:Alice :canNotBeGiven :Warfrain} e:evidence <rules#_9>}.
# Proof found in 3 steps (2970 steps/sec) using 1 engine (18 triples) }.

Based on the facts and the inference rules, the semantic reasoner concludes
that Alice can not be given Warfrain since she is pregnant and the Warfrain has
a contraindication relationship with Pregnancy. The N3 representation of the
user query, inference rules and semantic proof are shown above.

Fig. 4. Example Scenario: Should Alice be given Warfrain?

The scenario discussed above has been kept simple for ease of understand-
ing. A more realistic knowledge-base would be quite rich in semantic concepts
and a large number of relationships between the concepts. Similarly there will
be a larger array of rules de�ned to provide the required level of inferencing
capabilities to a complex semantic model.

3 Framework Realization

It is important to note that we are proposing a framework that can have many
di�erent realizations based on given system requirements. For example certain
implementations can omit the natural language query interface if the interacting
components are arti�cially intelligent machine agents. Similarly, di�erent seman-
tic reasoners can be used to achieve implementation goals of performance. Our
proposed framework identi�es the critical system components and their interac-
tions.

Our realization of the system was solely focused on validating the proposed
framework. As semantic knowledge representation and reasoning represent the
most important components of the proposed framework, our proof-of-concept
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realization was focused around the workings and validation of these components.
We used N3 [22] notation to represent all knowledge (raw facts), inference rules
and the system queries. Considering that N3 utilizes triple format to represent
knowledge, any other representation capable of using the triple notation would
be compatible with our approach.

We utilized the Euler proof mechanism [27] for semantic reasoning in our
realization. Our choice was mainly driven by Euler's support for N3 notation and
its support for the Java programming language (since our application was written
in Java). The Euler project also provided an extensive set of examples where the
OWL rules and concepts were already translated into N3 representation.

4 Related Work

In this section we establish both theoretical and practical concerns motivating
the use of ontologies in question answering, and discuss previous work incorpo-
rating ontologies into knowledge querying.

4.1 Ontology-Free Approaches to Querying

There is considerable recent work suggesting that conventional querying tech-
niques, though extremely powerful, might not be suitable for use in environments
where queries are frequent, time-dependent, and arbitrarily complex. The prin-
cipal reason for this is that, in the absence of semantic reasoning and inference
rules, all information available for querying must be available in explicit form.
This poses a problem in domains where there exists an enormous amount of
information, precluding of the possibility explicit codi�cation. For example, in
the medical domain, there are hundreds of thousands of codi�ed relationships
between various concepts [28], but the hierarchical nature of these relationships
means that the number of implicit relationships can be much higher. For exam-
ple, viral pneumonia is explicitly de�ned as a type infectious pneumonia, but
implicitly it is also a type of lung disease.

This motivates the use of machine learning techniques as a possible method
of answering ad-hoc queries to an information system which may not encode
all possible relationships. By taking a su�ciently large sample of the data, it
may be possible to infer the answer to a user's query. For example, if a user
asks whether a particular patient can be given a drug, a predictive classi�cation
system could be dynamically constructed and utilized to answer the query.

4.2 Motivations for Ontological Approaches to Querying

There are both theoretical and practical motivations for avoiding the use of
traditional machine learning techniques to answer the kind of questions de-
scribed above. Many machine learning algorithms, including popular decision
trees (C4.5, ID3 [23]), maximum margin classi�ers (e.g. Support Vector Machines
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[7]), and clustering techniques (e.g. KNN [9]), operate by phrasing queries as opti-
mization problems. For example, if a doctor wants to know whether their patient
is likely to experience an adverse reaction to a drug, then a system might collect
a large sample of patient records and use them to build a classi�cation model.
Although machine learning algorithms are often very e�ective in practice, there
are theoretical reasons to suppose they might be less useful in time-critical do-
mains where arbitrary queries are being made. �No Free Lunch� theorem (NFL)
[30] shows that all optimization techniques are expected to produce identical
mean performance across a set of arbitrary queries, in the absence of domain
speci�c knowledge. This suggests that, over a large set of possible queries, no
conventional machine learning technique is likely to answer all queries better
than using completely random optimization strategies. In critical scenarios like
ours, the possibility of receiving a poor result might be too large a risk for users
to trust the system's answers.

There are also practical considerations, especially the opacity of the answers
obtained using conventional query techniques. Continuing with our example
above, what the doctor receives in response to a query about adverse reactions
to a drug is a classi�cation model based on a sample of patient data. The un-
derstandability of these models to computational laypeople varies from model
to model. A support vector machine for example, is practically impossible for a
layperson to understand, since it operates by building the maximally separating
hyper-plane for a high-dimensional extrapolation of the given data. When the
doctor asks �Why does the system believe my patient will have an adverse re-
action?�, she may not trust a system which answers �I put your patient's record
into a 500 dimensional space, and it fell on this side of a line�. This is true even
if the system is highly reliable, because human users may have concerns about
the ethics of entrusting life-saving decisions to a �black box�. The system cannot
easily explain its decision in terms of medical conditions and the relationships
between them, and so it is impossible to tell whether the answer provided is
based on sound reasoning, or an unfortunate hiccup in the algorithm's usual
consistency.

4.3 Previous Ontological Approaches to Querying

There has been considerable previous work utilizing ontologies for answering
queries, but the general focus is on preprocessing of queries to facilitate the use
of conventional machine learning techniques. This is a reasonable approach in-
sofar as it obviates the NFL issues described above by introducing domain spe-
ci�c knowledge into the optimization process. In medicine, for example, there
has been a focus on isolating the queries used by doctors most frequently, and
preprocessing them using semantic information[8,12]. By utilizing ontological in-
formation, previous researchers have created frameworks capable of automated
contextualization of doctor queries. For example, a doctor whose patient has
type I diabetes would have queries regarding that patient and �diabetes� auto-
matically translated to instead include �Type I Diabetes� [21]. An alternative
approach considers the incorporation of meta-data into search queries, which
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can be utilized to return more relevant documents during information retrieval
[11]. Finally, recent research in question answering systems utilizes ontologies to
translate doctors' questions into lists of relevant terms for an ordinary search
engine [14].

The use of a semantic reasoner in place of a conventional machine learning
algorithm to answer search queries o�ers several immediate advantages. First,
because a semantic reasoner does not rely on optimization to construct a pre-
dictive model, it is not subject to the problems posed by the No Free Lunch
theorems for optimization. This eliminates the need for extensive incorporation
of a priori knowledge by the end user, as in [11]. Second, the opacity problem
is solved by the ability of the framework to both provide a proof of its answer
(i.e. the chain of reasoning used to determine the answer), and to formulate that
proof in terms easily understood by a layperson (i.e. via conversion of triple for-
mated data into simple natural language statements). For example, if our doctor
wishes to ask �Why does the system believe my patient will have a reaction to
this drug?�, instead of being told, somewhat tautologically, that their patient �ts
the system's model of patients who had reactions, the doctor can be provided
with a patient-speci�c proof based on medical evidence. By providing a semantic
proof, the framework asserts that answer to a user's query is correct, based on
the present data.

5 Future Work

Future work will take two directions. First, we plan to implement and benchmark
a prototype system, and compare its performance with that of a system based
around conventional machine learning techniques for question answering. Second,
we plan to extend the framework by overlaying probabilistic models onto the
ontological model, to provide a more precise answer to a users' queries. For
example, a user who reports cracks in a bridge might be told that there is a
60% chance of bridge failure, rather than simply being told that the bridge will

collapse if they drive over it. A drawback associated with this extension is the
�curse of dimensionality� which arises when there are many possible combinations

of factors that have di�erent interactions. For example, a bent bridge might
have a 30% chance of collapsing, but a bent and cracked bridge a 99% chance
of collapsing. The problem worsens as additional factors are added, and each
combination of factors in turn must be considered.

To avoid this problem, we plan to consider the introduction of heuristic tech-
niques for providing estimated probabilities. For example, we might have the
system take a random sampling of past bridges with both characteristics, and
produce an observed probability estimate. Alternatively, the framework could
provide �reasonable� bounds in the absence of additional information by assum-
ing no interaction and a positive interaction of strength proportionate to the
criticality of the task. Thus, if the bridge is only 3ft o� the ground, estimates of
the risk would tend to be more liberal (i.e. smaller interaction estimates) than
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if the bridge is 300ft o� the ground. Neither scheme is ideal, and experimental
validation might be required to determine appropriate estimates of risk.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we present a proposal for a general purpose ontology-based infor-
mation exchange framework, intended for use in time critical, knowledge sparse
scenarios. The framework utilizes ontologies to retrieve contextually relevant
facts from external data sources; reason about those facts in the context of a
problem-dependent rule base; and produce both answers and human readable
proofs relevant to user queries.

The framework is demonstrated through two example scenarios with a proto-
type, and contrasted with existing work on semantic data mining (which tends to
focus on pre- and post-processing, rather than rule discovery and query answer-
ing), and conventional, non-semantic machine learning approaches. Our frame-
work eliminates the problems posed by the No Free Lunch theorem for opti-
mization [30], and provides transparent answers which are easily understood by
computational laypersons. Future work will focus on the implementation of a
fully functional system, user studies of the system's e�ectiveness as compared
with conventional techniques, and on incorporating probabilistic reasoning into
the model.
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